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lp Ballot Base,

in 2006 Libertarian National Convention

launched
at convention

By the close of the 2006

National

Libertarian

that

took place
July 1 and 2,
it was clear that history had been
made.
While delegates conducted
their standard business of electing
new LNC leadership and modifying
the party bylaws, a significant
statement was made by the delegates
when it came to changing the
Libertarian Party platform.
There
are now 15 planks in the Libertarian
Party platform, as compared to
the 61 planks it used to have.
"To understand this move by the
delegates, you have to have a clear
understanding of what the platform
is and what impact it has on our
Convention

in Portland, Ore. on

As outgoing LNC chair Michael
Dixon

was

addressing

the

floor at the Libertarian Na¬

tional Convention in Portland, he

interrupted by a ringing sound.
picked up a telephone located
at the main podium and the entire
delegation heard a female voice over
the auditorium sound system. "Hel¬
lo, sir, may I please speak with Mr.
Gregory Herzsch?"
As Dixon was calling Mr. Herzsch
to the podium to take the call, a Web
page appeared on the main screens
above the stage with the following
was

He

information

on

it:

candidates, elected officials and the

Gregory Herzsch
1776 Liberty Lane

party as a whole," said Shane Cory, the
Libertarian Party's executive director.

Clarksville, IN 47129

(812) 555-GOTV
"My name is Lorena and I am
calling Libertarians in Indiana's
Ninth District to let you know about
Dr. Eric Schansberg, our Libertarian
candidate for Congress.
"Dr. Schansberg is the only can¬
didate for Congress with a real tax
relief plan for working poor and

The

preamble to the LP platform
following pages we
have set forth our basic principles
and
enumerated various
policy
stands derived from those principles.

states: "In the

"Help the Libertarian Party send
to Washington that the
politicians and the news media can't
ignore. Dr. Eric Schansberg is our
candidate for Congress. On Election
Day, please remember to get out and
message

vote Libertarian.

"Thank you very
time and have a nice

much for your
day!"
Following the staged telephone
call, Dixon went on to explain, "You
have just witnessed a live demon¬
stration of an exciting new project:

the LP Ballot Base.
"The LP Ballot Base is
based tool that will assist

William

our

this end that

lifetime, and it is to

we

The

take these stands."
of

Statement

remains
unchanged.
"What has changed is the level
of detail we provide in our policy
Principles

statements

described within the

as

body of the platform," said Cory.
"We've gone from 61 statements,
which
previously included an
in-depth
analysis
on
space
exploration
and
stances
on
secession, down to 15 statements.
it

"Consider

a

move

that

we

would love the federal government
to make.
We've reduced our own

allow our
their own
viewpoints while holding true
to our statement of principles.
"Our candidates will no longer be
governed by a slate of restrictions
and "guidelines" jumbled together
over a few decades. They will be given
party

bureaucracy to

candidates

to

express

■ Free State

Project board member Morey Strauss addresses
delegates at the 2006 Libertarian National Convention.
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Redpath elected to Libertarian Party's top post

a

web-

our cam¬

Libertarian

Na¬

tional

Convention

held

Oregon, William Red*
path was elected to the Libertarian
Party's top post, receiving 64% of
votes of the attending delegates.
Libertarian Party Executive Di¬
rector Shane Cory stated, "We are
extremely pleased to have Bill Redpath as our new Chair. Bill will con¬

tus... and elect Libertarians to

pub¬

lic office.

already had the chance to
hold a trial run of this project in last
month's special congressional elec¬
tion in San Diego, California.
See BALLOT BASE Page 2

He is

a

Certified Public Ac¬

countant, a Chartered Financial Ana¬

in recent months that will

an Accredited Senior Appraiser
in Business Valuation in the Ameri¬

Libertarian

can

help the
Party gain traction in
the political arena. The headquar¬
ters staff and I are eager to start our
work with the Chair, along with the

Party. Because of
Bill's background, we'll have a much
easier time moving policy and elec¬

Election Day.

York.

unteer their

time, money and energy

to the Libertarian

tions in

Bill

a more

libertarian direction."

raised

Redpath was born and
in Findlay, Ohio.
He re¬

ceived

his

BA

in

Economics

and

Political Science from Indiana Uni¬

versity (1978) and his MBA from
the Graduate School of Business at

serves as
a

Society of Appraisers and holds

the Accredited in Business Valuation

■ Photo of

new

In

the convention floor.

Redpath served

as chairman
of the Ballot Access Commit¬
tee

from 1990 to 1997. He has

personally collected more than
10,000 signatures for the Liber¬
tarian Party.

2001, Bill became the first

Libertarian candidate for governor
in the Commonwealth of Virginia.

Redpath has also run for the Virginia
House of Delegates and the Virginia
Senate, and has served
man,

as chair¬
vice chairman and treasurer

of the Libertarian
Bill

Party of Virginia.
Redpath is perhaps best

known for his work
He served

as

on

ballot

access.

chairman of the Bal¬

lot Access Committee of the LP from

designation from the American Insti¬

1990 to 1997. In 1992 and 1996,

tute of Certified Public Accountants.

Libertarian

Libertarian

Party Chairman William "Bill"
Redpath as results from the
chairman's race appeared on

the treasurer for FairVote,

non-profit organization that seeks

electoral reform in the United States.

lyst,

tinue the work that has been started

and motivate them to turn out and
on

Bill is

in Portland,

other members of the LNC who vol¬

"When Libertarians vote, we can
achieve and maintain ballot sta¬

University of Chicago (1980).
a vice president of Consult¬
ing for BIA Financial Network, Inc.,
a financial consulting and valuation
firm that specializes in the appraisal
of broadcasting, cable, and telecom¬
munications properties.
Prior to
joining BLA in 1985, he was a senior
financial analyst with NBC in New

On the closing day of the
recent

paigns and affiliates to identify like¬
ly Libertarian voters, contact them,

"We've

set free in

The

diana.

vote Libertarian

specific policies are not
goal, however.
Our goal is
nothing more nor less than a world

See DELEGATES

middle class families of southern In¬

a

"These

our

The

new

chairman of the

tional Libertarian

na¬

Party has been

a
member since 1984 and has achieved

was on

history that
political party placed its
presidential ticket on the ballot in all
states in successive presidential elec¬
a

"minor"

tions.

of the

Project

Libertarian

National

mittee and continues
Access

Project

He has served

Libertarian

as

manager
as

Com¬

the Ballot

for the LNC.

treasurer for the

Party on two occasions
(1991-1993 and 2003-2004). He also

all U.S. ballots. This marked

the first time in U.S.

distinguished record of service and
accomplishment. He recently com¬
pleted a term as an at-large member
a

the
Party presidential ticket

He returned

manager in
effort that placed

tial ticket

on

as

Ballot Access

2003 and led the
the LP presiden¬

the ballot in 48 states

and the District of Columbia in 2004.

Redpath

and

his wife, Me¬
Leesburg, Va.

linda Moore, live in
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LP Ballot Base

unveiled

on

at Portland convention

convention

floor

Continued from

Continued from

Page 1

by Libertarian volunteers across the
country between the special pri¬
mary and general elections, I am
pleased to report that our Libertar¬
ian candidate more than tripled his
vote totals."

"By combining online volunteer
activity with the LP's Ballot Base,
utilize

our

national

line volunteer base to target

on¬

specific

races," said John LaBeaume, the

party's national campaign coordina¬
tor in a breakout session held the

following day. "As the other parties
are
fielding more candidates, it's
tougher for them to effectively ap¬
ply national resources to each and
every race."
The Ballot Base allows activists
to volunteer online.

Once

they've
logged into the system, they are
given a targeted calling script and a
telephone number to dial from their

personal telephone. The scripts are
currently targeted based on voter
registration information. Indepen¬
dents, Libertarians, Republicans and
Democrats

all receive custom tai¬

lored live messages

from callers.
While exploring options to devel¬
op this project, the LP staff received
quotes that began at $10,000 per
participating state; half-a-million
dollars
As

a

for

national

deployment.
result, the project was nearly

shelved because of the overwhelm¬

ing costs. In a final attempt to get
the project off the ground, the LP
began consideration of developing
the product internally. They sent
out an e-mail asking for volunteers
and

advice.

The volunteer base

though and the project was
officially announced at the national
came

convention.

The Ballot Base had
ceived

some

already

attention before it

re¬
was

officially launched. A test run of
the new political tool was performed
in

California's

50th

Congressional

District, where Libertarian Paul King
was running for the seat vacated by
Duke Cunningham.
King was op¬
posed by Republican Brian Bilbray
and Democrat Francine Busby. The
LP's new Ballot Base helped the
Libertarian candidate to

more

than

triple his number of votes.
Because of the disparity between
his primary and his special election
vote

totals,

a

writer at the Web site

DemocraticUnderground.com noted
that something seemed amiss. The
popular site HuffinqtonPost.com ran
an article suggesting a Diebold con¬
spiracy was the reason that King re¬
ceived significantly more votes than
Libertarian candidates in neighbor¬
ing districts. In reality, it was the
Ballot Base.
You

this

can

volunteer to assist in

exciting new
BallotBase.org.
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Recruitment,

and

"Thanks to the 3300 calls made

we can now

Delegates mandate political action

project by visiting

'guidelines' jumbled together
over a few decades. They will be given
the freedom to address each issue
it's

on

merit without restriction

by
supposed higher authority.
"The delegates of the 2006
own

some

Libertarian
freed

National
for

candidates

address issues with
real time.

Convention
office

reason

to

and in

For that,

they should be
down
to the business of 'moving public
policy in a libertarian direction
by building a political party that
elects Libertarians to public office.'"
applauded.

Now

we can get

Toward this end, the Libertarian

Party launched or publicized several
new programs which provide specific
political tools to local campaigns
and

candidates.

Also unveiled

the LP's

was

new

GOTV

(Get Out the Vote) project.
The project, dubbed Ballot Base, is
administeredonlineatBallotBase.org.
"With Ballot Base, we are able to
utilize

our

national volunteer base

target local political races,"said
John LaBeaume, the party's national
to

campaign coordinator. "We're now
able to employ a similar tool to what
the Republicans and Democrats
use to conduct their campaigns."

of these

The Ballot Base allows activists

projects
were
the
Libertarian
Leadership School (LLS), the Ballot
Base, and a recent branding survey.

to volunteer online.
Once they've
logged into the system, they are
given a targeted calling script
and a telephone number to dial
from
their
personal telephone.
The scripts are currently targeted
based
on
voter
registration
information.
Independents,
Libertarians,
Republicans
and

The

results

Three

Campus Organizing,
Campaign
Training,
Campaign
Fundraising, Candidate Training,
Campaign Management, Advanced
Campaign Management and Blogging.
Additional courses are expected
to be offered later this year. The next
semester begins on July 31, 2006.

of

the

Libertarian

Party branding survey (see related
article) were also detailed by LNC
member Jeremy Keil and market
research specialist Mick McWilliams.
The branding project surveyed
1,000 voters in December 2005 to find
their political thoughts and leanings
Libertarian Party
educational efforts

candidates and
might better
target their intended audiences.
"Our main discovery is that you

so

can't create

Libertarians, but you

discover them, said Keil. "You
cannot convince the majority of
can

America that

are

we

right

on any

Democrats

all

receive

tailored live messages
Other

custom

from callers.

breakout

sessions

included

"Developing a Libertarian
Organization," which was run
by Libertarian Party of Oregon
State Chairman Adam Mayer. This
lecture provided a new approach
to how to look at the Libertarian
movement.

The four parts

of the

guerilla tactics that can be
run an effective
campaign
against the two major parties.
The
fundraising session was
lead by Arin Sime, founder of
Donor Town Square. Sime provided
mechanisms
for
raising money
for political candidates and state
party
organizations.
Special
emphasis was placed on online
fundraising and attracting people
using email, weblogs, podcasting,
and
internet
advertising.
The
Libertarian
Party of
Oregon
Executive
Director
Richard Burke provided a detailed
workshop
discussing
elements
from the other workshops and
how they all tie together called
"Advanced Political Strategy and
Infrastructure
Development."
Bill Hall, an attorney working

was

on

used to

under retainer to
National

the

Libertarian

Committee,

discussed

federal campaign finance law and
how to be compliant with the
FEC. He

emphasized local political
that engage in limited
federal-related
election
activity.

parties

addition

on

elected

lead

to

the

until the 2008 convention.

Moulton,

party

a

27

School

of

chair.

Former

Neale

was

year

Law,

was

LP

elected

elected vice

Chair

as

Geoffrey

treasurer and

Bob

Sullentrup ran unopposed
position of secretary.
The new at-large members of

Intellectuals,

us on

that issue and motivate

Administrators.

was

the Libertarian National Committee

them

to

donate

illustrating that when each part
works together you will have a

radio host Angela Keaton;
Lago Vista, Texas city councilman
Patrick
Dixon;
retired
Navy
Vice Admiral Michael C. Colley;
financial advisor Jeremy Keil; and

The

or

vote

LP."

found that while
23
percent of Americans could
be classified as libertarian, they
were
only libertarian on specific
issues.
The key libertarian issues
with voters are grouped into these
categories: gun control, abortion
rights and sexual freedom and
foreign
military
involvement.
LP
policy analyst Matthew
Dailey
presented
a
breakout
session explaining the Libertarian
Leadership School, which was
officially launched earlier this year.
The Libertarian Leadership School
is an online university which was
developed to train prospective
candidates, campaign staff, party
members and activists in a variety
of topics directly related to winning
elections
and
moving
public
policy in a libertarian direction.
"LLS provides a lot of the basic
survey

information

our

candidates

semesters,

it makes it easier for

people squeeze a course or two into
their tight work or school schedules."
The
at the

courses

that

are

offered

present time are Candidate

theme

successful Libertarian organization
and
will
minimize
infighting.

"Campaign 101" was taught by
Party of Oregon State
Chairman Adam Mayer and Derek
Bradley of the Libertarian Party of
Oregon staff. It provided information
Libertarian

the

are

writer and consultant Dan Karlan.
The

and how to make the most of your

new regional representatives
Tony Ryan of South Dakota with
Julie Fox of Wisconsin serving as his
alternate; Hardy Machia of Vermont
with Eric Sundwall serving as his
alternate; M Carling and Aaron Starr

campaign.

of California with Scott Lieberman

about -how to
how

run

avoid

to

as

a

libertarian,

common

mistakes

Additional discussion

are

Bill
2600

and

Gregory Nojeim of the ACLU.
Maricopa County, Ariz. Superior
Court Judge John Buttrick; 8th
grader Meagan Dickson; LNC member
and Libertarian Party of Texas
Chair

Patrick

a

Dixon;

former vice

presidential candidate Tonie Nathan;
former
presidential
candidate
Michael Badnarik; Davenport, Iowa
Alderman Bill Lynn; Advocates for

member

BetteRose

spoke

Ryan

from the floor at the convention.

While

floor

there

debate

was

some

heated

platform and
bylaws issues, the enthusiasm
of the delegates to become more
engaged in the political process
was apparent at the
convention.
When programs such as the Ballot
Base were introduced, the applause
level

was

a

over

clear

indicator

that

delegates were extremely excited
about being able to implement the
political tools which will help their
campaigns become more successful.
"If there was any mandate
from

this

convention,

it's

that

overwhelming majority of the
delegates wished to engage in the
activities which help us conduct
and win elections," according to
Shane Cory, executive director of
the Libertarian Party. "The theme
of Uniting Voters' was persistent
throughout
the
convention."
an

or
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Sky TV founder and current BBC
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with

Carolina

alternate;

Libertarian

and

campaigns need to win elections,"
said Dailey. "As the courses are
presented online over six week

The

of South

Chuck

old recent
graduate of the Villanova University

for

Alabama

Harris and former national board

with

Activists,
Politicians
and
are

alternate; Mark Bodenhausen

of

Self Government President Sharon

to

issue, but what you can do is find
the 23 percent of people who agree

Libertarian movement

her

Chair

were

national

Oregon serving their alternates; Emily
Salvette of Michigan with Rebecca
Sink-Burris of Indiana serving as

Redpath (see related article
page one), other new officers

In

Bill

of California and Richard Burke of

Libertarian Party
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Libertarian

■ Convention floor at

the Libertarian National

Convention, which

Marketing survey reveals how
many Americans are libertarian

was

held at the Portland Hil¬
in beautiful downtown

Market research specialist

Portland, Ore.

Delegations to the

na¬

were

seated

by state shortly
after this photograph
was

taken.

registration and credentialing booths at the national
convention.

The Libertarian

Party of

Oregon played a vital role
in this year's convention
by providing a steady flow
of outstanding volunteers
throughout the weekend.
Inessa Hamilton-Lee
as

serves

along with

Richard Burke and Adam
and Christiana

Mayer were

in December 2005 to find their po¬
litical thoughts and leanings. From

a

huge help to LPHQ staff.
■ Free Liberal

publisher

and editor Kevin Rollins,

attendees outside of the
main convention hall.
Kevin declined his

Virginia del¬
egate to cover the 2006
status as a

convention

as a

repre¬

on

the survey

data, voters
Keil and

broken into groups.
McWilliams identified these

as a

Lib¬

ertarian group, a
group

and

one

counter-libertarian
to three intermediate

groups.
Based

on these groups, Libertar¬
only slightly outnumbered
by counter-libertarians overall (21
percent vs. 24 percent). Libertar¬

ians

are

ians outnumber counter-libertarians

based

how voters feel about par¬
ticular issues. They were also able

the

to determine how

for three of the ten issue

on

Americans who

are

libertarian

on

majority of today's prevalent polit¬
ical issues are a very small minority.
a

However, about

a

fifth of the elec¬

torate leans Libertarian

on

at least

political issues. According to
McWilliams, opportunity exists and
can be tapped by appealing to "par¬
some

tial Libertarians" first
of the

on

three of the ten issue areas, but
reverse is true for another three

of the ten issue

areas.

Intermediates

somewhat Libertarian,

areas

lean

while they

lean somewhat counter-libertarian
for another three of the issue

areas.

With resjpect to authoritarians,
Keil and McWilliams determined
that there is

nothing to be gained
wasting effort and resources
trying to turn these solidly counter¬
from

libertarian voters to the libertarian

Significant authoritarian re¬
agenda
derives from a basic psychological
tendency to distrust any political
thought that runs counter to posi¬
tions supported by the present "neo¬
conservative" political leadership.
As long as the perceived authorities
are not seen as supporting the Lib¬
ertarian agenda, the great majority
of right-wing authoritarians will op¬
pose it in "a somewhat non-think¬
ing and reflexively change-resisting
way."
At their presentation, Keil and
McWilliams proposed finding the
pro-libertarian hot points for indi¬
viduals and groups and then getting
cause.

According to the survey, Ameri¬
can voter opinion is divided along
ten specific political issue areas.
Very few Americans hold Libertarian
views with respect to all or even a
majority of the ten general issues.
These issues groups are abortion
rights and sexual freedom, govern¬
ment influence on personal lives,
foreign military involvement, the
war on
drugs, gun control, indi¬
vidual rights, affiliation with major
political parties, free international
trade, immigration and taxation.

along with Brenda King,
interview convention

Based
were

this survey, Keil and McWilliams were
able to discover how to group voters

involvement.

the volunteer director for

the LPO. Inessa

ing project coordinator Jer¬
emy Keil presented the results of the
Libertarian Party branding survey at
the national convention. Branding
the Libertarian Party was directed
by the LFs 2001 Strategic Plan.
A thousand voters were surveyed

people relate to
authority and learn how that affects
their political leanings.
The statistical data provides that
23 percent of Americans are Liber¬
tarian, but they are only Libertarian
on specific issues.
The top libertar¬
ian issues with voters currently are
gun control, abortion rights and
sexual freedom, and foreign military

■ Volunteers manned the

share libertarian views.

Mick McWilliams and brand¬

ton and Executive Tower

tional convention
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specific issues

on

on

the basis

which they

sistance to the Libertarian

these individuals and groups to see
that Libertarians share their senti¬
on those key issues.
By es¬
tablishing voter credibility through
points where there is already agree¬
ment, voters can be gradually intro¬

ments

duced to other libertarian issues.

sentative of the press.

Rollins is working on a
convention documen¬

tary.

■ Lorena Seitz and

April
pledge
booth, where people who
signed a new pledge for over
$10 were eligible to win one
of two special Libertarian
Party iPods.
Lorena produces Pledge
News, which is a free publica¬
tion for anyone who pledges
Atkins manned the

over

$10

a

month.

April recently replaced the
telephone sys¬

automated
tem at

LPHQ.

■ Nirvana

founding member Krist Novoselic speaks at a
Sunday morning breakfast regarding electoral reform. Krist
serves with new LP Chairman Bill Redpath on the board of
FairVote, an organization dedicated to electoral reform and
the easing of ballot access restrictions.
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Maine voters will

Phil

likely support TABOR

In a recent statewide poll in Maine, three-quarters of respondents
said
on

they will likely support

a

Taxpayer Bill of Rights that will be

the ballot this November.

The tax and

expenditure limitations bill would force voter approval
on almost all tax increases,
allowing taxes to be increased without a
referendum only to match the cost of living index.
The Maine Supreme Court voted recently to put the TABOR on the
November ballot, giving voters the right to have a say in the future of
taxation in their state.
The Maine LP supports the bill, with state LP Chair Mark Cenci
say¬
ing that he and other Libertarians "will be doing all that we can to
pass this initiative."
The number of people supporting TABOR has increased over the last
year and a half or so.
In the fall of 2004, 57 percent of those
surveyed said they would
support such a bill. That grew to 78 percent in the fall of 2005, then
dropped slightly to 75 percent this spring.
The number of people who said they would not be likely to
support
TABOR has remained fairly constant, however, with the number
grow¬
ing from 20 percent to 21 percent between the first and last of the
three polls.
In each poll, the number of people who said they
simply don't
know how they would vote in such a referendum was very small, at 2
percent or less — with the majority of new supporters for TABOR com¬
ing from the self-described "neutral" camp.
In the fall of 2004, 21 percent of those
polled said they were neu¬
tral on the question, and that number has dropped to 3
percent.

Phillies to seek LP's 2008

presidential nod

Mamyin's race in Connecticut
gaining political writers' attention
Libertarian candidate Phil Maymin's

campaign is starting to

generate

some

buzz in Con¬

necticut's

hotly contested Fourth
Congressional District, and the Na¬

tional

Journal's

influential House

Race Hotline is

taking note.
Maymin's bid to oust incumbent
Republican Representative Chris¬
topher Shays was highlighted re¬
cently in his hometown paper, the
Greenwich

Time, which recounted

Maymin's American

story: "A
immigrated with
his family in 1980, the Harvard-edu¬
cated Maymin and his father, a for¬
mer mathematics professor, operate
a Greenwich hedge fund called
May¬
min Capital Management LLC."
success

Moscow native who

The House Race Hotline's
erans

to

Watch" column

"Vet¬

featured

Party in 2004 and again this

the

prior to
plans to seek

party's nomination for president in 2008.
The Libertarian

Party has "the positive, people-friendly solutions"
to America's problems,
including the federal

budget deficit, Social Security, attacks on civil
liberties, and severe issues with immigration
and education, Phillies said when
announcing
his candidacy.
"Now all

need to do is to put our Liber¬
tarian solutions into effect and save America."
The party needs effective spokespeople who
we

deliver the libertarian message "in a way
that will be heard," he said — noting that the
can

"spokespeople are called candidates" and the
"message delivery is called the campaign."
Through advocacy, activists and advertising,
Phillies said, he believes he would be able to
effective

presidential candidate for the party.
"I have already had a long and successful
professional life as a
physicist and author," he said.
"I've been active in our presidential
nominating and general elec¬
tion campaigns at a high level. I've seen what needs to be done. In
fact, I wrote a book on what we did in past cycles, and how we might
serve as an

do it better next time."

Rainbow

Family gathering hit by

mass arrests

The federal government has decided that an annual gathering of

neo-hippies called the Rainbow Family poses a serious threat, and
has reportedly been arresting, ticketing and
holding hundreds of
early-arriving free-spirited people in detention camps near Steamboat
Springs, Colorado.
This year's festival was to be held July 1-7, but the National Forest
Service decided this year that a permit is required for the
gathering. The
group has been meeting on park land annually during these "pilgrim¬
ages" since 1972, but this year they apparently needed permission.
In late June, a federal "incident team"

gathered to deal with the

Rainbow

Family, with representatives of the Colorado State Patrol,
county sheriffs and other local law enforcement officers being brought
under the umbrella of the National Incident Team.
What makes this year

different? Officials said there was a signifi¬
danger of fires being started by the group.
It's likely that any fires started will be of an emotional nature: Ac¬
cording to the ABC News affiliate in Denver, a confrontation occurred
early on between Forest Service guards at a police checkpoint and
cant

about 200 people armed with sticks and rocks.

Meanwhile, the Rainbow Family's Web site contained a banner mes¬
sage saying to "ignore all rumors of cancellation" of the gathering.

trending Democratic in recent elec¬
tions, Shays has managed to hold
onto his seat by stressing his inde¬
pendent streak.
But on the campaign trail this
year, the Congressman is learning
the hard way that his constituents
aren't buying that line anymore.
Shays' ardent defense of the War in
Iraq and the PATRIOT Act is prov¬
ing to be a "tough sell" in a district

—

rell.
The message
the political

this mention sent
professionals and
media insiders that regularly read
HRH is that Libertarian Phil Maymin
is poised to help unseat the House
Republican co-author of the Bi-par¬
tisan Campaign Reform Act, the law
that stifles political speech and im¬
poses onerous regulations on groups
like the Libertarian Party.
to

This

race

is

one

where President Bush's

ings

of the most close¬

Hotline

district, which is

approval rat¬

in the cellar.
wonder

at House Race

over

how

many

votes

Maymin will snare from previous
Shays supporters, he may very well
benefit from voters looking for a
See PHIL MAMYIN Page 13

cessful in 2004.
this

are

While editors

ly watched in the country, as Farrell
makes a second try to topple Shays,
a feat at which she was
nearly suc¬
In

City's affluent

an¬

at 2006 Atlanta Pride Festival
candidate for Public Service
Commission in Georgia's Dis¬

year, announced

the national convention in Portland, Ore., that he

chored in New York

Connecticut suburbs and has been

headline

asking "Good News
for Farrell?"
referring to Shay's
Democratic challenger, Diane Far¬
a

Georgia candidate courts voters

George Phil ies, who ran for the chairmanship of the national Lib¬ Kevin Cherry, the Libertarian
ertarian

excerpts from the Greenwich Time
under

trict Five, attended the 2006 Atlan¬
ta Pride Festival at the end of

June,

should have been a natural draw for
the Democratic candidates for gover¬
nor,

governmeht should keep its hand off
wallet, and its eyes out of your

your

Southerland opined.

"The

bedroom."

Democratic

Cherry echoed this statement,
saying the LP is "the only political
party who offers the personal free¬
dom to live our lives as we see fit,
not as politicians and the
govern¬
ment want us to live." ‘

Party has a
history of saying they support the

saying that in his-opinion, members
of the gay
tired of

and lesbian community

being used by the Demo¬
crat and Republican parties for po¬
litical leverage.
Noticeably absent at the event,
said LP Georgia Executive Director
Trevor Southerland, were Mark Tay¬
lor and Cathy Cox, the two Demo¬
crats fighting for a chance to
oppose
incumbent Gov. Sonny Perdue, a Re¬
publican, in this year's election.
Despite the fact that some Demo¬
crats participated at the event, the
"lingering cloud hovering overhead"
was that Taylor and Cox both decided

Only

are

the festival wasn't worth their time,
Southerland said in a press release
issued

shortly after the

The festival drew

quarter of

a

event.
estimated

an

million people, and

the Libertarian

Party

Cherry also attended the festival

believes government

in 2005, working with the "Outright
Libertarians" booth and talking to

should

festival attendees about the party.
On that occasion, "hundreds of

keep its hand

people dropped by the information
we were able to get the
libertarian message out to potential

off your wallet,

booth and

and its eyes
out

voters," he said.

of your bedroom.

rights of all individuals, but they
continue to show their true colors
and expose them for what they are,"

Southerland said,
the Libertarian

noting that only
Party believes that

Russo's "Freedom to Fascism"

The Democratic Party
doned any pretense of

has aban¬
defending
personal liberties, Cherry said.
As evidence, he pointed to the
fact that Georgia's "Gay Marriage
Amendment would not have passed
without the support of Democratic
Party."

premieres in Cannes

In late May, Aaron Russo's new
political documentary "Freedom

to Fascism" had its

international

premiere in Cannes, France.
The Cannes film festival is well-

known
venues

as one

of the most

important

for film in the world, and

making it to the festival with
was a coup for Russo.
Of course, Russo (who was one
of the primary contenders for the
Libertarian Party's nomination for
president in 2004) is no stranger
in Hollywood: Movies he has pro¬
even

this movie

duced include "The Rose" with Bette
Midler and

"Trading Places" with Ed¬
Murphy and Dan Aykroyd.
But taking a pro-liberty movie to
Cannes is an accomplishment worth
celebrating, and "Freedom to Fas¬
cism" certainly fits the bill.
die

The movie focuses

on

the fed¬

eral income tax, voter fraud, the
national I.D. card, and other aspects

of modern American life — making
the argument that the United States
is taking on many characteristics of

a

police state.

Russo is shown (at left in the
photo above) with actor Nick Nolte,
who said after the premiere that

"the

information

in

this

film

is

something everybody has to know."
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Libertarian Bill Peirce will appear on

Ohio ballot
'independent' gubernatorial candidate

as an

Bill Peirce, a Libertarian who is

running for governor in Ohio
as an independent, has been
certified as an official candidate by
Secretary of State's office.
State law requires 5,000 valid
signatures for an independent can¬
didate for governor to be on the
ballot.
The Peirce campaign filed a nom¬
inating petition with 13,394 signa¬
tures on May 1, and the petition was
accepted in late June. Mark Noble
will be Peirce's running mate.
Of the raw signatures, 9,389 were
judged "valid," giving the Libertar¬
ians nearly twice as many signatures
as

needed to attain ballot

access

According to campaign reports,
are

repre¬

sented in the
drive

petition. The signature
extended to all major cities

and most rural areas in the state.

Peirce, who holds

a

bachelor's de¬

gree in economics from Harvard and
a Ph.D. in economics from Princ¬

eton, is currently Professor Emeritus
of Economics at Case Western Re¬

University, where he has been
teaching since 1966. For six years
he was chairman of the university's
economics department.
serve

His decades of

experience as an
professor
make Peirce uniquely qualified to
economist and economics

help direct Ohio into an economi¬
cally sound future.
"A prosperous and free Ohio will
create new jobs, improve our qual¬
ity of life, and secure our children's
future," Peirce says on his Web site,
PeirceForOhio.com.
"Ohio will grow and create jobs
only when the crafty, connected and
ambitious in this state can no longer
get rich by grubbing for favors in the

Statehouse," he said in

a press re¬

lease issued after it

announced

he would be

on

was

the ballot.

"There's

now.

growing consensus
among many economists that eco¬
nomic freedom is closely linked to
economic growth. The only way to
a

economic freedom."

Complementing his academic cre¬
are his published works, in¬
cluding books (Bureaucratic Failure
and Public Expenditure; The Econom¬
ics of the Energy Industries; and Tech¬
nological Innovation and Industrial
Leadership, which was co-authored
with Bela Gold, Gerhard Rosegger,

hard-working Ohioans, set free from
bureaucracy, waste and fraud, will
I

Harry Browne, the Libertarian

Party's 1996 and 2000 Presi¬
dential candidate, is universally

recognized

as one

of the finest-ever

libertarian communicators. And
of the most
It's

no

one

quotable.

accident. In preparation for his

campaigns, Harry crafted hundreds of
"soundbites"
short, powerful, thought—

Visit:

www.LP.org

He then committed them to memory

—

and used them again and again to
convince listeners to embrace libertar¬

on:

Organization

Click

on:

State Parties

Click

on:

[Your state]

■ Find contact info for
the National Committee
Visit: www.LP.org
Click on: Organization

Click

on:

LNC

■ Renew your

Directory

membership

Visit:

www.LP.org
Click on: Membership
Click

ship

on:

or

Renew your

subscription

Research in 2004;

and

Academic Advisor

serves as an

run as an indepen¬
("Other Party") instead of as a

forced Peirce to
dent

Libertarian.

of Trustees for the American Insti¬
tute for Economic

are not recognized
political party by Secretary of

Libertarians

elected Chairman of the Board

was
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2nd printing
available
now!

Can Use

Right Now, we share Harry's
personal soundbite file with you!

N

Harry's soundbites
facts, sly humor,

use

aphorisms, historical
examples, thoughtful
questions, metaphors,
and logic to make
their

points.

With

Liberty

A-Z, you can now
put these sound¬
bites to work for
— in your
conversations with

you

872

Now, in this 2nd printing of Liberty
A-Z: 872 Libertarian Soundbites You

Libertarian

Every topic imaginable
book, Harry covers just about
every political topic imaginable: Affirm¬
ative Action, Balanced Budget, Campaign
Finance, Defense, Education, Federal

Soundbites

anywhere

Here’s what Ron Paul

harrybi

shots

Flat Tax Rate of)

speaker

and hundreds of other

organized alphabetically by
easy reference.

topic for quick and
Please send

them

as a

Memorable
a

Terrorism, Utopian Thinking, Victimless
Crimes, Welfare, Young People, Zero (a

YES!

minds. Or,
brainstorming
own soundbites.

you want to open

tool to create your

Put

—

Liberty A-Z is his
personal campaign

soundbite file.
with the press, or
on the campaign trail. In other words,

Right Now!

issues. It's

HARRY BROWNE:

friends, in letters to
editors, in speeches,

you can use

master

speaker

communicator's best

fingertips! Liberty A-Z will
instantly memorable
making this book one of the

at your

make you an
—

most

useful libertarian communication

tools

ever

written Order yours today!

copy(s) of Liberty A-Z: 872 Libertarian Soundbites
Right Now (192 pages, trade-size paperback). I'm enclosing $13.95 per book,
plus $4.50 S&H per book ($3.00 S&H per book for two or more). Total: $
me

.

You Can Use

says

about Liberty A-Z:
new

book will
interested

I'll pay

by: □ Check

or money

acct #

expires

dom

Name

PHONE

philosophy. Harry
provides libertarians
with direct, thoughtprovoking, and often
humorous responses
to the questions

dom

philosophy face.”

suegflY

order. □ Visa □ Mastercard □ Amex □ Discover

prove very useful to those
in advancing the free¬

advocates of the free¬
member¬

State Ken Blackwell, which is what

_______

ian ideas.

“Harry Browne's

Click

served as a visiting scholar at the
University of Mannheim in Germany;

provoking, and highly quotable remarks.

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Party or

as a

Put the world’s best libertarian
soundbites to work for YOU!

Members
your state Libertarian
your State Chair

of Maastricht in the Netherlands and

Heartland Institute.

Advocates for Self-Government

Resources
for LP
■ Find contact info for

for the

Offered Exclusively By The

Spending, Cun Control, Health Care,
Immigration, Jobs, Libertarianism, Morality,
National Interest, Oil, Pornography,
Quotas, Republicans, Social Security,

Online

Buckeye Institute and the

and Mark Perlman) as well as many
journal articles and book chapters.
He has lectured at the University

dentials

In this

"I believe that smart, talented,

I

and that's what Ohio needs

get more rapid growth is to get more

for

this fall's election.
all 88 counties of Ohio

bring prosperity to Ohio by using
their energy to build real businesses
throughout this state," he contin¬
ued. "I have spent my entire career
studying economic development,

| DAY | | EVENING | | CELL
ADDRESS

STATE

CITY

ZIP

E-Mail address

THREE

WAYS TO
ORDER

PHONE: Call toll-free 1-800-932-1 776 (M-F 9:00
ONLINE:

www.TheAdvocates.org (Click

MAIL: Mail this coupon to:

The

on

am to

5:00 pm EDT)

"Store")

The Advocates for Self-Government,
Liberty Building, 213 South Erwin Street, Cartersville, GA 30120
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touch the old

POINTS

And

woman.

when

Moon

pointed out

Problems with the distribution of

stand, she says the screener

federal disaster assistance after hur¬

not to

threatened not to allow them

plane. The

'Independent' Republicans,
Rummy and Katrina relief fraud
■ Rumsfeld's worth
of the

One

foxy things about

Donald Rumsfeld

...

But the best defense

is that he is al¬

ways "exactly what is needed."
Have you noticed that? The pres¬

ident

certainly has. Faced with un¬
usually stark calls from within the
military to dump Rummy for what
one retired general called "his abso¬
lute failures in managing the war,"
Bush rallied to his defense, declar¬

ing, "Secretary Rumsfeld's steady
leadership is exactly what is needed
at this critical period."
Now, I know you may have heard
the opposite from some of those socalled experts — four-star generals,
lieutenant generals. Your typical
doves. I know

ally served in Iraq, but clearly they
missed critical opportunities to real¬
ize how much we need Rummy.

some

of them actu-

came

the secretary

Himself, who
ly turn (and turn and turn)

from

deft¬
phrase:

can

a
"Out of thousands and thousands of

admirals and
two

three

or

generals, if every time
people disagreed we

changed the

her arms,
so far because of the effects of

Quasi-independent

Republican
Rep.
Christopher
Shays cites his differences with
President George W. Bush, produces a
chart outlining his moderate voting
record and pledges his independence
from party leaders in Congress.
His Connecticut colleague, Re¬

er's name, TSA officials refused to

provide it.

fireworks,

—Charles Oliver

at a Hooters in San Antonio
and $300 worth of "Girls Gone Wild"
videos, the audit found.

breast
er

the

screen¬

When Moon asked for the

screen-

cancer

surgery, so

raised them herself.

May 26, 2006

■ Increased fines
President Bush on Thursday
signed into law legislation that rais¬
es

fines tenfold for radio and televi¬

sion broadcasters that violate U.S.

it would be like

tent.

a

as

per

are

not "thousands

$32,500,

and

of

Not to argue

(who would dare to?), but
sometimes it

seems

smallest minority on

that the

Earth

the Libertarians. There
aren't

as

many

of

us as

are

just

there

stituencies.

ian

Party member is so crucial

for

our

party to succeed. And

Job One

(for all of us) is to

figure out

ways to get more

Libertarians. Here's
you can

do

one

way

your part to

help

the party grow:
in your

For

a

will

or

Name the party
insurance policy.

confidential discussion

of this

armed

forces.

The

are

881.

—Jim Nelson, Editor-In-Chief

GQ
June 2006

■

option, call National

LP Treasurer Mark Nelson at

(563) 340-6151. Ore-mail him at:

treasurer(a)lp.org, and include

Marriage amendment

Proponents of the Federal Mar¬
riage Amendment claim that it is
needed immediately to
prevent
same-sex
marriages from being
forced

on

the nation.

That fear is

even more

unfound¬

ed

today than it was in 2004, when
Congress last considered the amend¬
ment.

The better view is that the

policy
debate on same-sex marriage should
proceed in the 50 states, without
being cut off by a single national
policy imposed from Washington
and enshrined in the Constitution.
A person

who opposes same-sex
marriage on policy grounds can
and should also oppose a constitu¬
tional amendment foreclosing it, on
grounds of federalism, confidence
that opponents will prevail without
an amendment, or a belief that pub¬
lic policy issues should only rarely
be determined at the constitutional

level.
Whatever

marriage as
person who

one

a

thinks of

same-sex

matter of policy, no

about our Con¬
stitution and public policy should
support this unnecessary, radical,
unprecedented, and overly broad de¬
parture from the nation's traditions
and history.
cares

Christian Co¬

had
placed
legislation to increase

generals and rear
and vice admirals,

there

a

alition

el

should be. That's

why the sup¬
port of each individual Libertar¬

conserva¬

and admirals in all

-

with Ayn Rand

woo

tives in

the

Counting lower-lev¬

RAND

from

could help

tough elec¬
tion year as they have
faced ebbing support
from key core con¬

VUNORfTY
AYN

$325,000

congressional Repub¬
licans

gen¬

thirty-nine generals

-

as

violation

Secretary, there

n-BMAUBT

INDMDUAL

much

Mr.

thousands

law,

new

which boosts fines to

this:

publican Rep. Rob Simmons, says
working with Democrats comes
naturally in a district where vot¬
ers favored Democratic presidential
nominee John Kerry over Bush by 10
percentage points in 2004.
For Shays, Simmons and other
Republicans running for Congress
in Democratic-leaning or swing dis¬
tricts in November, playing down
their party label and playing up
their independence has become a
matter of political survival in a year
when "Bush" can be a dirty word.
"The reality of my district is if we
play partisan politics we lose," said
Simmons, who takes pride in repre¬
senting one of the most Democratic
districts in Republican hands in the

the fines
2006

also

as

the No. 5 item

on

its

legislative agenda. The new law
caps any continuing violations

from

an

incident at $3 million.

—ABC News
June 15, 2006

■

Questioning the feds
The U.S. Court of

Appeals for

the Fourth Circuit

on

March 6 ruled

that the Salt Institute, a

nonprofit
association of salt producers that
provides public information on be¬

Reuters
June 15, 2006

ing to bring a lawsuit challenging
government-disseminated
misin¬
formation about alleged health
risks of salt.

Bernice

Bogart, 83, had

amounts of information every

day,
public relies on
that information in making myriad
and the American

hip
replacement seven years ago and
isn't supposed to stand without her
walker. Her daughter, Sally Moon,
says she was assured that Frontier
Airlines and Transportation Security
a

Administration staff would not

re¬

quire her mother to leave her wheel¬
chair while going through security
at Denver International Airport.
But while Moon was placing her
bags on the x-ray screener, TSA of¬
ficials chose her mother, who suf¬
fers from dementia, for additional

decisions, from what foods to eat to
which

products to buy.
The lawsuit sought to clarify
what happens when the federal gov¬
ernment

disseminates

information

that is incorrect and what

recourse

individual

or company has to cor¬
faulty information.
The salt ruling is a clear defeat
for anyone who relies on or utilizes
federally disseminated data or who
is affected by those who do.
an

rect

—William L. Kovacs

—Dale Carpenter

screening and got her out of the

Heartland's Environment News

Chicago Sun-Times

wheelchair. When Moon reached out

June 1, 2006

June 4, 2006

to

keep her mother from falling,

a
TSA official shouted at her not to

all of which auditors concluded
"not necessary to
disaster needs."

were

satisfy legitimate

The GAO concluded that at least

$1

billion in disaster relief pay¬

by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency were improper
and potentially fraudulent because
the recipients provided incomplete
or incorrect information when they
registered for assistance.
And the GAO said the scope of
the problem may be even larger, be¬
cause it only looked at the validity
of registration information and not
at other forms of potential fraud.
The GAO also found that FEMA

provided housing assistance to peo¬
ple who were not displaced, includ¬
ing at least 1,000 prison inmates,
and also provided rental assistance
to people who were simultaneously
living in free hotel rooms.
GAO investigators estimated that
16 percent of FEMA's disaster relief
payments were made to people who
submitted invalid registrations, to
ever,

because the figures were cal¬

culated

using a statistical sample,
said the amount could
from $600 million to as much

the agency
range
as

$1.4 billion.

-CNN

June 14, 2006

■ Phone

companies

In the wake of

reports that the
monitoring phone records,
Senator Arlen Specter, the Judi¬
ciary Committee chairman, said he
would subpoena phone companies
to appear before his committee. The
phone companies said they would
try to be there sometime between
NSA is

lects, stores, and disseminates vast

■ Securitization

a

lawyer, $600 was
spent in a strip club and $400 was
spent on "adult erotica products,"

half of its members, lacked stand¬

...

—John Whitesides

FEMA debit card went to

the tune of about $1 billion. How¬

[T]he decision raises grave
questions about the public account¬
ability of government agencies.
The federal government col¬

country.

a

ments

The

merry-go-round."
The
problem,

admirals

$200 bottle of cham¬

Houston divorce

decency standards by
airing extensive pro¬
fanity or sexual con¬

and

a

According to the GAO, $1,000
from

secre¬

is

billion,

pagne

tary of defense of
the United States,

however,

ricanes Katrina and Rita caused po¬
tential fraud and waste topping $1
an audit by the Government
Accountability Office found.
Debit cards given to people dis¬
placed by the storms were improp¬
erly used to buy diamond jewelry, a
vacation in the Dominican Republic,

them

erals." To be exact,
there are currently

DNEARTHISTHE

the

on

had Bogart raise
but she could only raise
screener

Reason Online

■

■ Relief fraud

her mother is under doctor's orders

10

a.m.

and 6 p.m.

—Tina Fey

Saturday Night Live
May 20, 2006

■ Eminent domain
It's been almost a year since the
Supreme Court decided in Kelo v.
New London that bureaucrats may

seize homes and businesses

through

eminent domain and transfer the

land to
name

private developers in the

of economic progress.

Although the Constitution

says

government may condemn land only
for "public use," the court held that
this term

means

"public purpose"

the
or

thing as
"public ben-

same

Libertarian

Thus

whenever

city council
thinks it would "benefit the public"
a

to snatch a house or small business

and

give it to Costco or Home Depot
do so,

any other company, it may
and courts will not intervene.
or

Americans reacted with outrage
to the decision and

urged state of¬
laws protecting them

ficials to pass
from eminent domain. But
this backlash

so

far

has achieved mixed

results.
Of the 16 states that have acted
since Kelo

decided, only six

was

South Dakota,

Georgia, Indiana,
Pennsylvania, Minnesota and Florida
have imposed meaningful re¬

—

ready after recovering from a 2004
ankle injury sustained in Iraq, was
turned down for a mail carrier job on
the grounds that he had a physical
impairment:
"We have a rich history of hir¬
ing veterans, but we have to look

■ Racism redefined

sessment of how

they would handle
physical requirements of the job.
There is a lot of bending, twisting,
lifting and walking on uneven sur¬
mail carrier.

"It is a very
—Marginalia

Not all the district's definitions of

racism

salting away a little
money for your retirement? Trying
to plan for your kids' education?
If so, Seattle Public Schools
seems to think you're a racist.
According to the district's offi¬
cial Web site, "having a future time
orientation" (academese for having
long-term goals) is among the "as¬
pects of society that overtly and co¬
vertly attribute value and normality
Are

strenuous job."

you

are so

(and there
cryptic.

are

lots of them)

The site goes on

immediately to
"Emphasizing individualism as
opposed to a more collective ideol¬
ogy" is another form of "cultural

say,

racism."
Did I mention that the district
thinks

redefining a highly
charged word to advance a particu¬
lar ideology.
Urn, note to the Seattle School
ernment agency

...

Huh?

the

a

people and Whiteness, and

devalue, stereotype and label people
of color."

at each candidate and make an as¬

faces for

to white

Playboy
July 2006

geant Jason Lyon, deemed combat

efit."
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only whites can be racist in

Board and administration:

George Orwell's novel 1984 was a
cautionary tale, not a how-to book.
And the folks trying to control peo¬
ple's thoughts through state manip¬
ulation of the language — they were
the bad guys.
—Andrew J. Coulson

Seattle Post

Intelligencer

June 1, 2006

America?
See if this sounds familiar:

a

gov¬

—

straints

on government power.
Other states have either done

have enacted laws so
loopholes that they al¬
low government to seize whatever
property they consider "blighted."
nothing

or
riddled with

—Tim Sandefur

The Star Telegram
May 28, 2006

■ National

You Can Develop a Midas Touch
for Liberty—Transforming Person
after Person into Libertarians

language

Speaking in support of legislation
to make English the U.S. national
language: "If the American people
got any whiff that we thought hav¬
ing a national motto or a national
anthem
or a national language
was unimportant to us, I think they

Secrets of Libertarian Persuasion shows you how.
You'll Learn

...

would throw

us

•

all out."

—U.S. Sen. Lamar Alexander

(R-Tenn)

Quoted in TIME magazine

Why "A Better Mousetrap" is not
enough, (p.23)
Twain's Cat.

• When

Bush's chief

speech-

during the president's first
term and was promoted to policy
and strategic adviser in 2005. He
had been crafting major speeches
for Bush since joining the former

governor's presidential
paign in 1999.

cam¬

Gerson, listed as one of the 25
most influential Evangelical Chris¬

• Get

by Time magazine
with helping
his "compas¬
sionate conservative" philosophy,
a central theme of his presidential
campaigns.
"It is compassionate to actively
help our fellow citizens in need. It
last year, is credited
Bush give voice to

on

respon¬

sibility and on results. And with
hopeful approach, we can make
a real difference in people's lives,"
Bush said in an April 2002 speech

this

in California.

BOO

K

OF

8

ready'

a

responding to a Buf¬
falo News reporter who was trying to
determine why National Guard ser-

of Libertarian Persuasion is filled
unique insight after another on
how to think and talk about liberty." — Dr.
Michael Edelstein, Author, 3-Minute Therapy
"I've used Michael Cloud's

—

• When to "Save Your Breath."
• The

Friends."
•

Toughest Prospects: Family and

(p. 185)

3

—

and start changing people's minds.

Ways to Get Your Book

• PHONE: 1-800-932-1776

Monday-Friday 9am-5pm Eastern.

• ONLINE: Order

instantly and securely at
www.TheAdvocates.org/secrets.html

• "The

Unsettling Question Libertarians Almost Never Ask.
(p.236) And much more!

Here's What Others Are

• MAIL: Fill in the coupon,

order,

or

our

Web page:

enclose your check, money

credit card information, and mail it in today.

lpniuloc'N

f

Saying

of Libertarian Persuasion took my breath away. It's
original, and brilliant." —Justin Kempf, Development

"Secrets

I
■

•

Director, Indiana LP

YES

copy(s) of Michael Cloud's Secrets of
Libertarian Persuasion. Enclosed is $15 per book (plus $4.50 S&H for
one book; $3.00 per book S&H for two or more books).
Send me

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: $

"May be, simply, the single best book ever written about
political persuasion. If you want to make America a
free nation, you owe it to yourself to read it." — Bill Winter,

effective

★

Craig Franklin, LP Life Member -

Buy this book today

(p. 165)

Danger: "Counterfeit Libertarianism." (p.210)

new,

and

Act Now

Biggest Libertarian Communication Turnoff, (p. 171)

• How to handle "The

persuasion

generate tens of millions of dollars

worth of business for my company. Buy
read this book. It can change your life."

• "You know

enough about libertar¬
ianism to buy it, but do you know
enough to sell it?" (p.126)

one

secrets to

minds
to liberty

&

Check/money order. (Please make payable to: "The
by credit card (info
I below): dVisa □ Discover □ Mastercard □ American Express
PAYMENT: □

I

Advocates for Self-Government.") OR: I'll pay

News
NAME

ADDRESS

"Brilliant. The libertarian book that

OFFERED
EXCLUSIVELY BY

can

make

a

difference."

—

STATE

CITY

Gary

ZIP

1 1 DAY| | EVENING | 1 CELL

PHONE

Nolan, Libertarian Talk
Radio Host

York district of the U.S.

Postal Service,

"Secrets

with

hearts

of Libertarian Persuasion will start you down the
Yellow Brick Road to changing people's hearts and
minds." —Jim Babka, President, Downsize DC

by Karen Maspokesperson for the

"Every serious libertarian needs to read this.
on common sense, good science,
and good psychology. " — Sharon Presley,
Ph.D., Co-founder, Laissez Faire Books
It's based

opeiiinft

"Secrets

comments

President, Advocates for Self-Government

people*

deadly mistake almost every liber¬
makes, and how to avoid it. (p.96)

former Editor, LP

■ Not 'combat

KINO

ITS

tarian

June 14, 2006

zurkiewicz,

to

Map for finding people who
urgently want freedom, (p.83)

Reuters

western New

first

Discoiw die

• A Treasure

—JoAnne Allen

From

(p.52)

people to "Push the Button" and
(p.81)

• One

change the way you talk
politics. You'll start seeing results
almost immediately." — Sharon Harris,

Secrets
./Libertarian
Persuasion
beyf|

become libertarians,

tians in America

is conservative to insist

impatience undermines

gently dissolve many common
objections in 60 seconds, (p.63)

writer

Texas

1

• How to

George W. Bush's
top policy advisers and former chief
speechwriter, Michael Gerson, is
stepping down to pursue other op¬
portunities, a White House spokes¬
man said on Wednesday.
was

the

(p.34)

libertarian progress,

One of President

Gerson

"This book will

about

• What libertarians can learn from Mark

May 29, 2006

■ Conservative?

closed minds to liberty?

Want to open

THE ADVOCATES

FOR SELF-GOVERNMENT!

EXPIRES

CREDIT CARD ACCT »

(Continued)

MAIL TO: Advocates for

Self-Government, 213 South Erwin St, Cartersville,

GA 30120-3513. ORDER ONLINE:

^

www.TheAdvocates.org/secrets.html

o RDERBY P HON£:J -800-932-1776^
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New Tennessee eminent domain law does
little to prevent abuse of confiscation power
An eminent domain bil signed

state Libertarian

into law

by Tennessee Gov.
Phil Bredesen in early June
may mollify some members of the
public who don't pay close attention
to the law's phrasing. It does next to
nothing, however, to protect private
property owners, according to the

Party.

The LP warned about the bill's in¬

adequate protection of private prop¬
erty, but it was approved by both
the state House and Senate and

was

quickly signed into law by Bredesen
and lawmakers congratulated
themselves on responding to the
—

public outrage that came to the sur¬
face following the Supreme Court's
Kelo decision

a

sued before the bill

"This bill is

year ago.

"If you

think this bill is going
to significantly protect you from
eminent domain abuse, you are mis¬

voted

was

on

in

the House.

merely

Mattson added. "It

let

a

pretense,"

designed to

was

elected officials claim that

our

taken," Tennessee LP Chair Alicia

they voted to protect your property
rights, when in reality it specifically

Mattson said in

allows eminent domain abuse."

a

press

release is¬

How? The

law

specifically al¬
in the state
to seize private property for indus¬
trial parks.
So even though the bill "starts
off on the right foot, declaring that
'public use' does not include private
new

lows local governments

use,

benefits from economic devel¬

increased tax revenues,
employment opportuni¬
ties, etc.," the press release said, "it
allows the very thing that private
property owners need protection
opment,

erty only by the government's good
graces, and the government can sell
it off to the

highest bidder as long
they call it an industrial park."
The Libertarian Party isn't the
only group dissatisfied with the bill.
Drew Johnson, president of the Ten¬
nessee Center for Policy Research
said the new law is "a joke — and
the joke is on property owners across
as

the state."
Johnson noted that the law also

specifically allows for government
confiscation of private property for
playgrounds, recreation centers and
"land that may one day be turned
into

increased

from after the Kelo

New London

v.

ruling."
State officials

even

admitted dur¬

ing debate of the law in the House
that using eminent domain to seize
land for an "industrial park" could
be extended to using the land for
other purposes, including "a retail
store like Wal-Mart or just about
anything else a lawyer wanted it to
mean," Mattson continued.
we

"The bill

basically proclaims that

have

property rights. We are

no

allowed to

temporarily

use our prop¬

a

lake."

How serious is America's

with

problem

government officials seizing

land and

using it for private devel¬
opment?
Very serious indeed. When the
Kelo decision was handed down,
public officials around the nation
said such

use

of eminent domain is

very rare.
But that's

clearly not true: Ac¬
cording to the Tennessee Center for
Policy Research, in the 12 months
following the Kelo decision, "more
than 4,000 properties have been
threatened or condemned by govern¬
ments that hope to transfer proper¬
ties from their owners to politically
connected developers."

Former Alaska LP vice chair

running for Juneau Assembly
■ Convention

speaker, Krist Novoselic, mingles with Rob Kampia, executive director of the
Marijuana Policy Project; Rob Latham, Utah State Chair; and other LP donors at the Pledge
Reception to honor members of the Liberty Pledge Club.

Vermont LP survey reveals local officials
want fiscal responsibility from their state

This spring, the Vermont LP is¬
sued

survey of 12 questions to
local officials around the state,
a

thought spending should be
reduced instead of raising gas taxes.
cent

Also

on

asking what their positions were on
issues ranging from eminent domain
to death with dignity.
They received responses from of¬

thought

ficials in 31 towns around the state,

billion.

and

reported the results in
press release.

a

May 31

"The survey responses highlight
the need for a state government and

party that better represents the re¬
spondents' views," said Vermont LP
Chair

Hardy Machia.
"Nearly all survey respondents
wanted
much
tougher eminent
domain restrictions. Only one re¬
spondent agreed with the weak bill
passed by the Vermont legislature
this year."
Of those who responded, 70 per¬

the fiscal front, 70 percent

Vermont's

should be $4 billion

state budget
less, with 25

or

percent saying spending should be
rolled back to the 2002 level, $3.3
If $4 billion sounds

high, it's
important to know that the gover¬
nor and legislature have approved a
2006 budget that is $4.4 billion - a
10 percent increase over 2005's $4
billion budget.
Nearly all survey respondents
said they think the state needs ma¬
jor reforms in health care, but were
split on the issue of who should pay:
40 percent called for a "single payer
system," while 60 percent said a
free-market-based system would be
a better way to accomplish the goal

of reform.
"Death with

dignity and treat¬
ing marijuana like alcohol both had
strong support, with over 80 percent
supporting both these reforms," Machia's press release said.
And not to ignore education,
which many respondents said (in
response to an open-ended ques¬
tion) is still a top priority for many
towns.

In response to a direct ques¬
tion, absolutely none of those who
responded to the survey said they
think Vermont's school system is

Sara Chambers, former vice
chairman

of the

Alaska

LP,

announced

recently that she
is running for the city assembly in
Juneau, the state capital.
She was the first person to file
her candidacy for the assembly in
the upcoming October elections

post

ber of the Juneau

wonder¬

a positive
Assembly."

Chambers said she
for office in part

the tax assessment

was

mem¬

driven to

by the fact that

on

her home has

with the Juneau

would

cant

reporter

Empire that she
incorporate the libertarian
belief in small government into her
leadership if she is elected.
In 2000 she ran for Congress
while living in southern Indiana,
garnering 2 percent of the vote.
"I

ran

I

in 2000 for the

same

improvements to the house.

"Too many homeowners in Ju¬
neau have had similar experiences

without

seeing an appreciable re¬
from the city to correct the
problem," she told the Empire re¬
sponse

porter.

rea¬

"The very

running today: to help
government live within its means,"

Empire. "Our government expects

real problem of rising
housing costs and lack of affordable
housing is driving families out of
Juneau, and the Assembly needs to

families to make decisions based

commit to action for the sake of the

sons

am

Chambers told Jason Steele of the

what

afford,

on

the endorsement of the CEO of the

—

a

risen 29 percent in the five years she
has lived there, without any signifi¬

a

the rate of inflation.

of President Bush's "No Child Left

"bright and a part of
community."

what it takes to be

is nonpartisan, but

Chambers made it clear to

as

the Juneau business

run

Behind"
along with allowing
public and private school choice and
limiting state spending increases to

"working great," and a majority of
they support getting out

Roemmich, who described the

candidate

"I think she would be

mission.

why shouldn't
it be expected to do the same?"
Juneau is a home-rule municipal¬
ity, with a nine-member assembly.
Assemblymen are elected to rotating
three-year terms.
There are currently no female
members of the assembly.
Chambers has already received

them said

ie

ful asset," Roemmich said. "She has

with the Alaska Public Offices Com¬
The

Juneau Chamber of Commerce, Cath¬

we can

community."

so

Chambers

currently runs a com¬
Chambers Management, which
manages nonprofit organizations.
Previously she was a specialist with
the Alaska Department of Education
and Early Development.
pany,

She is married, and has a two-

year-old daughter.
•

Libertarian

Libertarians gear up to
Libertarian Party leaders in

Douglas County, Ga., are tak¬
ing a lead role in fighting a
proposed $145 million sales tax on
the ballot on July 18. Voters will be
asked to extend the county's current
Special Purpose Local Option Sales
Tax (SPLOST) for six more years.
In Georgia, a SPLOST must be ap¬
proved in referendum, and an exten¬
sion to such a tax (which tacks an
additional 1 percent onto the local
sales tax) must also be approved by

fight sales tax in Georgia
timeline for comple¬

for a host of local services and
building projects — including parks,
roads and water projects — but the

tion, the jail would almost certainly
exceed the $87 million the county

last few lines of the 27-line ballot

commissioners and the sheriff have

question dedicate $87 million of the
anticipated $145 million in revenues
to a new jail.
If the tax is approved, the money
collected would go to the jail first,
representatives of the taxpayers co¬

publicly discussed.

operations,

pay

alition said

—

and without

location for the
cost

estimate

new

jail,

a

a

or

Bell,

Libertarian activist

coalition met in
early June to plan their fight against

James

the tax extension.

work, organized local tax opponents
to do roadside demonstrations to en¬

of the taxpayers

"The

citizens

candidates

about the
county commissioners' forthright¬
ness in planning construction proj¬
ects, Raiford warned, pointing out
that a recently constructed "aquatic
center exceeded cost estimates by
300 percent."
Raiford and other representatives

defined

for construction

or a

Voters should be wary

detailed
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who

and

commission

attended

came

prepared with news articles and
government documents that show
the public has been misinformed
about the need for a new jail," Rai¬
ford said after the meeting. "I was
encouraged by the response and I
look forward to getting this infor¬
mation into the hands of voters."

with

a

Libertarian

the

courage voters to
the proposed tax.

Action Net¬

learn more about

"I've found that few of my

bors know about the

neigh¬
proposed tax
they oppose it

and those who do say
and want to lower their tax burden,"
Bell said.

"People are sick and tried
tax-and-spend liberal ways of
county government."

of the
our

voters.

The county commission is dili¬
gently misinforming voters about
the import of the tax, said Mike Raiford, chairman of the county LP. Raiford is also chairman of the Douglas
County Taxpayers Coalition.
The ballot question has been
worded in such a way to make voters
believe the tax money would go to

Weld

Something
Extraordinary
Is Happening
In Southern Arizona!

replaced

NY governor

as

candidate

Delegates at the New York TP's
convention
nated

on

April 29 nomi¬

former

Massachusetts

Bill Weld as the Libertarian
candidate for governor of New York.
New York is one of the few states

governor

that allow candidates to run for of¬

the nominee of

than

fice

as

one

party, and Weld was also seek¬

more

ing the Republican nomination.
Weld didn't win the Republican
nomination, though, and he decided
to drop out of the race rather than
running solely as a Libertarian.
After that move, the New York
LP restarted its

campaign by naming

with 40-45% of the votes cast. Kolbe
of the moderate Republicans in the

Independents, and one of the two old parties
is bitterly divided.
Now imagine that this race is
expected to be one of the most closely watched contests
in America. And finally, imagine that one of America's

nominee, because of Graf's stands on social issues. So

voters are

best-known Libertarians has entered the

gubernatorial candidate, with
Silberger to run for lieuten¬

its

Donald

ant governor.

The LFs

campaign for statewide

ballot status had stalled when Weld

dropped out of the
but it

was

Clifton and
ed

on

race on June 6,
cranked back up when

Silberger

were

nominat¬

June 20.

Both Clifton and

Silberger have

run for U.S. Senate.
Clifton is a veteran of the U.S.

previously

Navy. He has the distinction of be¬

ing a former drug counselor who is
against the War on Drugs, and is
now a social worker who is opposed
to the welfare state.

Silberger is a math professor at
SUNY-New Paltz.

Gospel Messages
on

Audio Cassettes.

Great for those homebound,

lonely, ill, or who cannot
or

will not attend church.

support, the race for U.S. Representative in

San Marcos TX 78666

Arizona's

not

support Graf in

likely result is a race with 45% or more of the voters
independents and unhappy Republicans — up for
grabs.
Recognizing this extraordinary opportunity, the
Arizona Libertarian Party persuaded the founder of
the Libertarian Party, David F. Nolan, to enter the race.
David is widely known as the Founder of the LP, and
the

creator of

done.

are

The incumbent, Jim Kolbe, a moderate Republican,

seeking reelection and the race is wide open!
registration is approximately 39% Republican,
34% Democratic and 25% nonaffiliated. (Libertarians
is not

Voter

and Greens make up the other 1%.)
The national news media are

already watching

Chris Cillizza, writing in the Washington Post,
rated the Arizona 8th District race as the third-hottest
in the nation! (Immigration is a red-hot issue this year,
this

race.

and the 8th

Congressional District is right on the Mexico

border.)
There will be
with very
Democratic

primary election in September,
intense contests for both the GOP and
nominations. The Democrats are expected
a

behind their nominee
but the Republicans
certainly will not. Randy Graf, a hard-line social
conservative, is expected to win in a five-way contest

to unite

...

almost

Nolan
Libertarian

the Nolan Chart. As

soon as

he announced

his

candidacy, support began pouring in. The media
starting to show interest. But if we are to really take
advantage of this unique opportunity, we need your

support as well.
Please take

few minutes to go to our

website
www.nolan2006.org — and check out every page.
Do it now, before you forget! If you like what you see,
make your best contribution to the Nolan for Congress
campaign. You can mail a check to the address below,
or contribute online using your credit card.
(If you are
writing a check, please download the contribution form
from the website and enclose it with your contribution.
Federal law requires that we ask for the name, address
and employer of anyone contributing $200 or more.)
Please act now! We sincerely believe that no other
campaign this year offers a better opportunity to build
the Libertarian Party and generate public excitement
Early money will help us reach the voters in time to
show up in the polls starting after the primary election.
a

—

for
-

the general election if he is the

—

Congressional District can put the Libertarian Party
"on the map" in a way that few other contests have ever

Congress

Arizona 8th District

www.nolan2006.orq

New

E-127

and is

8th

Mail $5 to:

Ways Enterprises
1624 Aquarena Drive

race

already attracting substantial support.
Imagine no more. It's a reality. And with your

former state LP Chair John Clifton
as

has endorsed one
primary and will

a Congressional race where there's no
incumbent, voter registration is split almost evenly
between the two old-line parties, over 25% of the

Imagine

Paid for

by Nolan For Congress, 7465 E. Broadway Blvd., Suite 201
This message

-

has been approved by the candidate.

Tucson, AZ 85710
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'Wasted Vote

Wasted Vote

All Libertarian candidates have

heard it, the person who says;
"I'd like to vote for you, but

you have no chance to
known as Wasted
Vote

Syndrome.

However, there
is

some

good

news

a

curable

Syndrome?

A November 2002 Wisconsin

poll
found that Libertarian Ed Thompson
lost 52 percent of his votes in the
governor's race to Wasted Vote Syn¬
drome. In the poll, 23 percent said
they liked Thompson best, but only
11 percent voted for him. You can't
win a three-way race when 52 per¬
cent of your votes are siphoned off.
A May 2004 national poll indi¬

jnHnrPfl

cated that if he

ian candidate for

How bad is the effect of Wasted

Vote

win." This is

By Rolf
I

Syndrome is

disease.

by LINUyiCN
examining
data •••••••
collected by Ras¬
mussen Public Opinion Research dur¬
ing Libertarian Michael Badnarik's
presidential campaign in 2004:

to be obtained

Syndrome' may well be
was

the Libertar¬

president, Aaron

Russo would receive about 3

of the votes in

percent

four-way race with
the Democrat, the Republican, and
Independent Ralph Nader. The same
poll indicated Nader would have got¬
ten about 8 percent. Nader ended up
with 0.3 percent. His drop-off can be
at least partly attributed to Wasted
Vote Syndrome.
A July 2004 national poll indicat¬
ed that Badnarik lost 57 percent of
his votes to Wasted Vote Syndrome.
a

a

Seven percent

curable disease

liked Badnarik the

ing to vote for him at that point.
Wasted Vote Syndrome is not as pro¬
nounced in July as it is in November.
Gray ended up with only 2 percent

best, but only 3 percent were will¬
ing to vote for him at that point.
The amount of media coverage a
candidate polling at 7 percent gets,

of the vote.

compared to a candidate polling at 3
percent, is immense.
A July 2004 California poll in¬
dicated

that

Libertarian

An

October 2004 national

poll

indicated that 3 percent of likely
voters liked Badnarik the best. Bad¬

Senate

narik finished at 0.3 percent. Bad¬
narik lost 90 percent of his votes to

candidate

Judge Jim Gray lost 56
percent of his votes to Wasted Vote
Syndrome. When polled, 18 percent
of likely voters liked Judge Gray the
best, but only 8 percent were will-

Wasted Vote

Syndrome.
Obviously, what we call the Wast¬
ed Vote Syndrome hits Libertarians
and other third-party candidates
pretty hard; I'd say it reduces our
vote totals by 90 percent.
Now here's the good news. Poll¬
ing data indicates that when vot¬
ers are exposed to the concept that
a vote for someone they like is an
investment for the future, they are
less likely to vote for the "lesser of
two evils".

This question was posed to likely
New Mexico voters in October 2004:

Suppose there

was

presidential

a

candidate you agreed with, but who
had no chance to win. Would you
consider a vote for that candidate to
be

an

investment for the future? Of

those

polled, 65 percent answered
23 percent answered no, and 12
percent said they weren't sure.
That's promising! In theory, we
can cure two-thirds of the people
suffering from Wasted Vote Syn¬
drome, simply by suggesting that

yes,

their votes

are an

investment.

Here's another

question from the
same poll, with the results: Which
best describes your definition of a
wasted vote for president?
You vote for someone you don't
like (11 percent)
-

You vote for

-

chance to win

no

You vote for

-

someone

who has

(16 percent)
someone

but the candidate wins

who wins,

by

so

much

that your vote didn't matter, they
would have won anyway (4 percent)
No vote is wasted if it is count¬

The Same Old...

-

ed

(66 percent)
Not sure (3 percent)
Only 16 percent thought voting

-

B
S

for

Peirce will match your contribution
wijh his fulltime commitment to the cause of liberty

vote is

MARK

WWW.PEIRCEFOROHIO.COM

WESTLAKE^QH 441 Ap

reason

an

will still be alive in 2016.
About the author:

Rolf Lindgren,
of the Wisconsin LP, was
polling director for the 2004 Michael
Badnarik presidential campaign.
-

vice chair

GOVERNOR
* «y ►f mci rcm oho coutunzt. william c rwv

investment for the future.

Most voters from the 2004 election

OBLE

PEIRCE-ROR^HIOICOMMITTEE
favors in exchange for youricontribul

no

-

Contributionsiv.,.^^

any

think of

-

during this campaign.

WamiriQ: Don’t expect

can

questions
conducted in New

president has a chance to win in the
presidential election scheduled for
the year 2016?
-19 percent Yes
53 percent No
28 percent Not sure
There you have it: A Libertarian

supporting a candidate who has better credentials than the

30628 DETROIT RD #174,

exposed to

think the Libertarian candidate for

major party candidates.

SEND CHECKS TO:

from surveys

Mexico, I

a

of money

chance to win

why voters in other states would
think differently.
Here is one final poll question,
asked in 2004, regarding the na¬
tion's largest "third party": Do you

major state office yourself. Here is the chance to
participate in getting the Libertarian message to the people

bv

no

While these last two
were

You probably can’t take time from your job and your life to
for

with

was a

trickland: Tax and Spend Democrat

run

someone

wasted vote, when
alternatives.

lackwell: Authoritarian Republican

toasuur >

»

1

,
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Libertarian candidates
—

According to the Libertarian
races

that voters

sought for unopposed Indiana elections

are

given

options.

this fall shows that 44 of the

dates had been found for three of

100 House seats will go

no

ensure

Party of Indiana, analysis of
the upcoming state House

unopposed

this fall, while an estimated nine of
the 25 Senate seats will similarly of¬
fer

to

choice to voters.

The state LP

leadership is try¬
ing to encourage party members to
step up, offering to run for office

As of mid-June,

tentative candi¬

the districts where there would oth¬
erwise be

only a single Democrat or
Republican running, and the goal is
to get a Libertarian candidate in at
least half of the

races

that

are cur¬

rently uncontested.
"We clearly want to provide vot¬
ers a

choice in all of those districts,"

of the Indiana LP. "Whether

each hold 22 seats where voters

choose

can expect no choice
November general election, a

they
totally other issue.
"Are we likely to fill all fiftythree state House seats? Not likely.
We're still growing and we simply
don't have the reach yet into every
county just yet. But, we're going to
give it a good shot. The key is that
we've given voters a choice where
the other parties have essentially
dictated who the representative for

okays

*

into homes

*

Police officers may now enter

giving the pre¬
viously required warning to
occupants, and any evidence found
can be used in court against the
purported perps.
The Supreme Court ruled in midJune that police officers who have
a

search warrant

can

enter

a

a

The Democrats and

Republicans

November 7, 2006

illegal entry
homes without

is

them will be at each level."

said Dan Drexler, executive director

Court

us

*

to

voting in many

of

districts

Mahern and his House

a

result "of years

political manipulation of our
by the D's and R's. I love it
when people say, 'I'd vote Libertar¬
ian if I thought it would not waste
my vote.' The reality is, a vote for
the old parties is the wasted vote."
Through years of gerrymander¬
ing, the two older parties have
managed to all but eliminate choice

colleagues,"

Drexler said.
"He's

obviously good at engineer¬
ing away choice. He and his crew
clearly balanced the state's districts
so voters don't have to worry about
making a choice. We're really only
competitive in 10 or 11 seats."

Lighting the Fires of Liberty!
★

★

★

★

★
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mm.Badnarik.org

Congress

-

Texas District 10

paid for by Badnarik for Congress FEC #C00414615 and approved by the candidate.

and that

they don't have to wait be¬
entering.
The vote was a 5-4 decision by
the Supreme Court's justices, a ma¬
jority of which have now decided
fore

We must all hang together, or assuredly we will all hang separately.
-Benjamin Franklin at the signing of the Declaration of Independence

that the "unreasonable searches and
seizures" mentioned in the Constitu¬

tion

In his

Antonin
nals

perfectly reasonable.
majority opinion, Justice

are now

that

said

Scalia

shouldn't

crimi¬

off scot-free
just because the police didn't wait
long enough before entering their
get

homes.

George W. Bush's newly ap¬
pointed Justice Samuel A. Alito Jr.

The theme of last month’s convention in Portland was

“Uniting Voters”.

My opening speech emphasized the need to “Unite Libertarians” by
learning to work together toward our common goal: smaller government.
I can’t think of anything that will unify our party more than winning a
Libertarian seat in Congress. Won’t you support my campaign team?

cast the decisive vote on the issue:

Former Justice Sandra

heard the
in

case

Day O'Connor
was argued

when it

January of this year, but retired

before the

case

was

decided. The

came up again when Alito re¬
placed O'Connor, and he became the
case

tie-breaker.
Police officers have been advised
in

numerous cases

in the last decade

they should wait about 20-30
seconds after calling out "Police!"
before entering a home they have a

that

warrant to

search, but courts have

previously that waiting isn't
necessary if there's a danger that
the suspects may spend that time
destroying evidence.
The four judges who dissented
with the majority opinion said that
the legal requirement to "knock and
announce" will be meaningless is
police officers can simply ignore it
whenever they like.
With astounding naivete, Justice
Scalia pointed to what he sees as
the "increasing professionalism of
police forces, including a new em¬
phasis on internal police discipline,"
ignoring the fact that several people
have been shot in recent years when
police officers broke into the wrong
homes when serving warrants.
It's official: You're no longer safe
in your home.

far, but the election is rapidly approaching, and we
increase the rate of fundraising in order to maximize our chances

We’ve done well

have to

so

Please consider making a contribution of $2,100, which is
the maximum allowed by the EEC. Voters have never been so disgusted
with the status quo, which means we need to get our message to the
voters NOW! Visit my website to contribute as much as you possibly
can. Please hang with me - or assuredly we will all hang separately.
of winning.

said

Badnarik for

Congress - Texas District 10

Contributor Information Confirmation Form

mail to: Badnarik for

Congress

P.O. Box 14443 / Austin, Texas

I’m

sending

a

78761

check for:

Name

$2,100
Address

$250

City, State Zip
Phones

occupation

(please indicate "home”, "mobile", etc)

$1,000

$500

$100

other

employer

(The FEC requires this information for amounts over $200.)
You may also contribute on-line at www.Badnarik.org

Email address

To

★

MARIK

(800) 807-7552
This message

comes

state House elections.

"The way these districts turn and
twist street by street across our state
is really a political tribute to Rep.

tion Drexler said is

Family
Property
Security

house,

when it

cur¬

in the
situa¬

rently

comply with Federal law, we must use our best efforts to obtain, maintain, and submit the name, mailing address,
occupation, and name of employer of individuals whose contributions exceed $200 per election cycle.
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Headache Relief
take the next step — and be¬
come a member of the Liberty

Make your life a lit le less
stressful. Join the

Liberty

Pledge Program.
As soon as you do, you'll never
have to renew your LP News sub¬
scription again. It will be renewed
automatically — for as long as you
decide to maintain your pledge.

from around

No

America.

more

subscription renewal

tices. No more

month. Thisnewsletter has stories

paper

no¬

hassles.

along with recent
clippings

Only Liberty

Pledgers get it.

be used for out¬

As

reach and other

important proj¬
ects to defend Liberty. Isn't that
how you want us to spend your
money?)
When you join the Liberty
Pledge Program, you will also
receive Liberty Pledge News each

Why 1 Became a

they’ naverYt made it Into LP

News yet,

(It also helps us.The money
we save can

hot

so

t

an

member

LP
or

LP

news¬

Get

Liberty

Pledge

News sub-

News

Pledge Team?
It's simple, easy, and impor¬
tant.

And it

you'll never
have to worry about renewing
your LP membership (or LP
News subscription). That's one
means

less headache for you.

You

join the Liberty
Pledge Team by calling (202)
can

333-0008, ext. 221. Mention
this ad when you call, please.
You can also join by mail,

scriber, you've

already taken the first step to pro¬
tect America's precious heritage of
Liberty.
Now, would you be willing to

using the easy
below,

or

response

form

send e-mail to

Pledge@LP.org. Thank you.

YES!

i

I want to support the Libertarian Party on a more regular basis —
join the monthly Liberty Pledge in the amount indicated below. Please send
the insider's newsletter, The Liberty Pledge News, each month.

Liberty Pledger

and

"My early financial

[ ] $100 per month
.’
Life Benefactor
[ ] $30 per month
A dollar a day for liberty!
[ ] $10 per month (minimum)
Sustaining
[ ] Please sign me up for $
per month

[ ] Check/Money Order. (To: Libertarian Party)
[ ] MasterCard [ ] Visa [ ] Discover [ ] Amex

[ ] I'll pay by check/money order; please send

Account #

contributions [to the
Libertarian Party] were
small. As I watched the

party face challenges
and opportunities, I
realized that for

with these
we

needed

us to

me a

deal

effectively,
a

stable,

dependable base of
financial support. We must
donate to what
—

we

me

love."

George Whitfield

(Executive search consultant)
Seoul, South Korea

Expires

reminder notice each month.

[ ] Charge my credit card. (Please provide card
information

at

Please mail to:

Libertarian
Suite 200

•

Signature

right.)

Party -2600 Virginia Avenue NW,
Washington, DC 20037

Federal law requires political committees to report the name,
mailing address, and occupation and employer for each indi¬
vidual whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a
calendar year. Political contributions are not tax deductible.
Appeal: HQ—LibertyPledgeAd

Name

Address

City

Occupation

State

Zip

Employer

Libertarian

Montana LP

At a public hearing in late
county commissioners
in Missoula, Montana,' voted

bond

an

"open space"

the ballot in November,

on

giving voters

a

whether to issue

chance to decide
bond for $10 mil¬

Even comments from bond sup¬

lion, half of which would be used for

porters bolstered the argument that

preserving

the bond issue isn't necessary. One
local environmental activist said

a

open space

in the greater

urban area, and half'for the rest of
the county.

According to

in the Missoulian newspaper, about 20 people
spoke at the hearing, and only two
of them spoke in opposition of the

lion

was

Mike Fellows, chairman of the Mon¬

LP, who said he isn't opposed

tana
to
a

preserving land, but that having

government entity issue a bond for

isn't necessary.
"It is not government's

Unfortunately, "all the groups
that could supply the money to pre¬
serve open space were for the bond
issue," Fellows said, noting that
these groups included the Rocky

Phil

an

jority to

pass, if voter turnout
vember is at least 40 percent.

in No¬

If voter turnout is between 30
and 40 percent, 60 percent of voters
would have to support it, and if less
than 30 percent

of voters go to the
polls, the initiative will automati¬
cally fail.

job," he

Mamyin gathering votes

Mountain Elk Foundation, the Five

Continued from

Valleys Land Trust and the Clark
Fork Coalition, among others.
The money will be used to pur¬

Page 4
change who aren't enthused by Far¬

with school and prayer — a lot of
issues that, I think, if the conserva¬

rell,

tives

chase land that will be set into

a

both liberals and conservatives, Re¬

but
exist

publicans and Democrats looking for
a new alternative in a profile that

public conservation

program,
that's what the other groups
to do: to

use private funds (not tax¬
dollars) to preserve the land.
Local residents who spoke in fa¬

ran

previous
land purchases similar to the one
proposed have proven to be a tre¬
area

—

should

of
should stay
is one that
appeal to liberals and conser¬

"'Conservatives believe in free¬

and

disagree.
quoted him as
space is a great idea if
through the voluntary

The Missoulian
open
it is secured

in the Greenwich Post:

vatives alike.

Fellows doesn't

saying

his appeal to

his party — government
out of people's lives —

of the bond issue said

mendous boon to the

up

"He insists that the message

payer
vor

well.

as

Maymin summed

really think about it,
it should not be a
government decision.' Democrats, he
said, are right in wanting to keep
the government out of people's
private lives, but they're too often
willing to redistribute wealth in the
were

to

they would

agree

form of federal programs

—

some¬

thing he's staunchly against."
Wherever Maymin's votes

ul¬

timately come from, insiders are
already taking note that in one of

doms,' he said. 'They 100 percent

2006's most watched battles for

believe in economic freedom. Then

U.S.

there

are

freedoms

questions about social
—

what should be done

House

seat,

candidate will be
be

a

the

factor that can't

ignored.

Senator Clinton has

supported the war in Iraq, the Patriot Act and Homeland Secu¬
rity. She is using the “War on Terror” as an excuse to expand American militarism
around the world and crush civil liberties at home.

me stop

her.

Jeffrey T. Russell
Libertarian for US Senate

Please send the most generous

contribution

PO Box 1122

Clifton Park, NY 12065
or

Federal election law
not

visit:

Russell ForSenate.org

requires that

vidual who contributes

more

we report the name, address, occupation and employer of each indi¬
than $200 in a calendar year. Contributions are limited to $2100 and are

tax-deductible. This ad

was

Big Government's failure

MThe Great

Deluge: Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans, and the Missis¬
sippi Gulf Coast, by Douglas Brinkley. 685 pages, hardcover, $29.95.
Reviewed

by J. Daniel Cloud

LP NEWS EDITOR

Much has been said about the devastating impact of Hurricane

Katrina on the Gulf South region in late August and early
September 2005, especially on New Orleans and the Mississippi
coast, but much of the blame for the disastrous outcome has been mis¬
placed. A majority of the horror that came with Hurricane Katrina can
fairly be attributed to a massive failure of government on all levels.
In his newest book, Douglas Brinkley — a professor of history at
New Orleans' Tulane University — provides voluminous evidence that
corruption, laziness, mismanagement and even plain old stupidity on
the part of government officials caused more misery than did the storm
itself. Brinkley's The Great Deluge: Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans, and
the Mississippi Gulf Coast breaks down the story of the hurricane and
its effects, dispelling myths and illustrating in excruciating detail what
can happen when Big Government fails.
With background information scattered throughout this predomi¬
nantly day-by-day exposition of what went wrong, Brinkley tells how
government mismanagement began many years before the hurricane
struck. For years preceding Katrina, federal money "earmarked for levee
improvement [was often diverted] into harbor upgrades, canal dredg¬
ing, and other initiatives that actually improved the chances for a hur¬
ricane to do even more damage," he explains.
Brinkley also points to the fact that, historically, insurance compa¬
nies were unwilling to underwrite homes for storms and flooding along
the coast
which "probably ought to have sent a message that the
coastline was simply too dangerous for permanent development."
No one is better equipped than insurance companies to consider the
risks posed by natural disasters, he explains. But starting in 1968, the
federal government began offering insurance policies to those living
in high-risk areas. In other words, much of the damage done to homes
resulting in a tremendous loss of life — could have been averted
long before the hurricane happened. But through thinking they knew
better than free-market forces, politicians lured hosts of Americans to
live in what was obviously an unsafe region.
Bureaucrats and politicians also lulled New Orleans residents into
believing they were safe from flooding because of the system of canals,
levees and other water-management infrastructure protecting the city.
But they didn't maintain the systems they installed, and in some
cases even sabotaged them following Hurricane Katrina.
For example, at a time when the pumping stations (that were ca¬
pable of getting 16 million gallons of water per minute out of belowsea-level New Orleans) were more necessary than ever before, officials
told the employees manning some of the pumps to turn them off and
abandon their posts. These workers were even evacuated to a site 110
miles away, where they would be unable to quickly return to work.
Other breakdowns in government included many New Orleans Police
Department officers who actually joined the looters, competing with
them for the biggest and best swag; continual lies (or simple misinfor¬
mation) spread by officials from Mayor Nagin to Police Superintendent
Eddie Compass to FEMA's Michael Brown; and a veritable plethora of
idiotic decisions made by FEMA.
FEMA refused a massive amount of assistance offered by businesses
and individuals, including the offer of hundreds of seats on an empty
train heading out of town (it left, still empty), the donation of water
and food supplies by several corporations (their trucks were prevented
from entering New Orleans), and an offer from the head of the Ameri¬
can Bus Association to provide transportation out of town (FEMA of¬
ficials refused to take their calls). FEMA didn't even respond to an offer
—

—

from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services to assist in

you can to:

Russell For Senate

www.

a

Libertarian

Hillary Clinton wants to be my Senator
and your President!

Please, help

THE REVIEW

as

essential government

about $20 per year for 20 years.
The bond requires a simple ma¬

—

that purpose is neither, necessary
nor fair to taxpayers.

quoted

it is

bond would cost local homeowners

$40 million in total funds,

or

through matching grants and dona¬
tions from private individuals and
preservation groups.
In other words, a majority of the
money other counties have raised
for land preservation came from pri¬
vate sources
illustrating Fellows'
point that tax-funded preservation

was

taxpayers some money.
If approved, the tax to repay the

that in other communities, a $10
million bond has rendered $30 mil¬

a report

bond initiative. One of them

saying. "I don't think
service.
We just keep burdening taxpayers."
The newspaper report cast the
libertarian point of view in a good
light, Fellows said, noting that he
thinks the local Libertarian Party
affiliate's anti-bond campaign will
stand a good chance of saving the

participation of willing donors, but
setting up a tax for this pur¬
pose "picks other people's pockets,"
and forces everyone in the commu¬
nity to pay for something they don't
necessarily support.
that

June,

unanimously to put

opposing bond issue
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rescue

efforts.

Brinkley doesn't ascribe all blame for the damage to government
officials, and he doesn't claim all officials were crooked or inept. He
gives liberal, well-deserved praise to those who effectively did their
jobs during these catastrophic days. But it would be impossible to read
this book and not come away with a sense that government action gone
awry contributed heavily to the disaster that was Hurricane Katrina.
Brinkley didn't set out to demonize government. For the most part,
he simply quotes various officials saying directly contradictory things,
or tells the reader both what an official said and what really occurred
allowing the bureaucrats to bury themselves in their own lies.
Be warned: The Great Deluge is not an easy read. Brinkley's descrip¬
tive powers are prodigious, and many of the stories recounted are pain¬
ful to experience, even third- or fourth-hand.
—

But there is

by

so

much of value here that this book should be read

who wants to understand what really happened during that
dreadful week just one year ago.
anyone
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Kelo can't keep
Chef Charlie Trotter but she gets to

Susette Kelo, theresident of New

By Bill Winter

London, Conn., who refused to

THE ADVOCATES FOR SELF-GOVERNMENT

sell her home when New Lon¬

don officials tried to condemn it

Most libertarians love to talk about politics and economics. Not'
Charlie Trotter. You're

likely to hear him debating condi¬
Constitution; macaroni than macroeconomics;
than the Second Amendment; and bleu cheese than
more

ments than the

second

courses

black markets.

That's because Trotter is apparent¬

ly the only world-renowned American
chef who is also

a

libertarian.

Trotter's two

passions — cooking
liberty — intertwined when the
Chicago City Council voted in April
2006 to ban the sale of foie gras. Ani¬
mal-rights activists had charged that
foie gras is inhumane, since ducks are
and

force-fed cornmeal to create the

prohibitionists.

Trotter, who

runs

(leading to
2005's landmark Supreme Court case
saying eminent domain can be used
to make way for private businesses)
will at least get to keep her home.
The famous little pink house
she's lived in for years has become a
national symbol of the fight against
abuse of eminent domain powers,

said Scott Bullock, senior attorney
for the Institute for Justice, which

represented Kelo in her Supreme
Court

destroyed: Kelo had proposed
keeping her house and moving it to
another location in New London,
and on June 30 the city accepted
her idea.
"I
my

he found its

my

(May 3, 2006). "I
a

am

certainly not gleeful about this. I

am very

much

libertarian."
How does

a gourmet chef become a libertarian? In
Trotter's case, he
political science major in college when he discovered Ayn Rand's
The Fountainhead, he told TheAtlasphere.com
(Dec. 15, 2003).
"It was like music to my ears — for the first time in
my life some¬
one was
espousing my point of view," he said. "And to me, Rand's phi¬
losophy exalts our possibilities here on earth; that anything less than
the pursuit of excellence is a crime."
Trotter still gives copies of The Fountainhead and Atlas
Shrugged to
staff members at his restaurant to inspire them.
For most of his patrons, the food served at Charlie Trotter's is in¬
spiration enough. Since it opened in 1987, the restaurant has been
widely acclaimed as one of the best in the United States; it earned

was a

Five Stars from the Mobil Travel Guide and Five Diamonds from AAA. In
2000, Wine Spectator named it the Best Restaurant in the United State,
and in 1999, the James Beard Foundation named Trotter America's

"Outstanding Chef."
Charlie Trotter7s

which

changes from day to day — fea¬
tures everything from Indiana bobwhite
quail to braised oxtail, and
from garlic chutney to quince sorbet. One reviewer said the menu com¬
bines "European traditionalism with Asian minimalism and American
ingenuity."
Trotter has written or contributed to 11 books, including Charlie
Trotter's Seafood (1997), Lessons in Excellence from Charlie Trotter
(with
Paul Clarke, 1999), Charlie Trotter's Meat and Game
(2001), and Raw
(with Roxanne Klein, 2003). His television show, "The Kitchen Sessions
with Charlie Trotter," airs regularly on PBS.
Away from his kitchen, Trotter is active in philanthropic work. He
raised $2 million for scholarships for young people to attend culinary
school, and $1 million for the American Cancer Society. In 2004, Trot¬
menu

—

the "Humanitarian of the Year" award from the International
Association of Culinary Professionals.
ter

won

"I think that

and

philanthropy go hand in hand," he told
TheAtlasphere.com. "I think it is a businessperson's responsibility to
effect some good. Not only to improve your own business, but also
your neighborhood and community. I try to justify my existence every
single day."
success

the house will at least

now

not be

ter's in

need to think because the government will think for us."
After the ban was passed, Trotter revealed his broader philosophi¬
cal opposition to the law. "When I took foie gras off the menu, I was
not trying to make a
political statement," he told the New York Times

case.

And

the acclaimed, five-star restaurant Charlie Trot¬

Chicago, had decided in 2002 to stop serving foie gras because
production methods unnecessarily cruel.
But such an individual decision is quite different than using poli¬
tics to ban the pricey dish, he said.
"I never wanted to become the de facto poster boy for the no foie
gras movement," Trotter told the New York Times (Sept. 14, 2005). "It's
pretty soon going to be legislated to death, and pretty soon we won't

so

businesses could be built

en¬

larged, fatty livers used to make the
French delicacy.
Much to his dismay, Trotter was
cited as an inspiration by some of the
foie gras

happy about giving up
property, but I am very glad that
home, which means so much to
am

not

will not be demolished and I
will remain living in it," Kelo said,
me,

noting that she proposed the
compromise "years ago and

same
was

different

by the New Lon¬
Development Corporation.
Apparently the negative atten¬
tion the development corporation
has received in recent years has
made it at least a little more willing
to listen to reasonable suggestions.
The precise location for Kelo's
home has not yet been determined.
Since the Supreme Court deci¬
sion in June 2005, legislators in 47
states have

introduced, considered

passed legislation limiting the
government's eminent domain pow¬
or

"As

endorsed

Sue

Jeffers

year's gubernatorial

for

race.

this

She is

member of the Libertarian Party.
However, Jeffers decided in April
to seek the Republican nomination
a

for governor,

causing a ruckus in
Republican ranks: GOP insiders said
they couldn't believe that a Repub¬
lican would have the effrontery to
challenge the sitting Republican
governor, Tim Pawlenty.
Jeffers actually worked on the
Pawlenty for Governor campaign in
2002, but said his record has prov¬
en that he is by no means a fiscal
conservative

in addition to the
fact that the GOP "no longer repre¬
—

sents the

principles it once stood for
[including] freedom and personal

rights, and smaller, affordable and
effective government."
She took the campaign motto
"People Before Politics," adding to
her message that party affiliation
is subservient to helping people
through effective government.

as

exceptional

as

candidate

a

Sue is, the Libertarian

into a
private use, and 25 state
governors have actually signed leg¬

islation into law.
In

addition, six states have

stitutional

amendments

eminent domain power on
for November's elections.

to

con¬

limit

the ballot

Unfortunately,

some of the leg¬
already been ap¬
proved — and some of the amend¬
ments suggested — do not go far
enough in limiting the government's

islation that has

powers.

politics will be both her greatest
challenge and one of her strongest

Republican for the general elec¬
tion," Brennise continued in a June

assets in the race: She isn't

13 press

Instead she has spent 26 years run¬

or a

release.
party's bylaws prevent them
from endorsing a candidate for
another party. That said, the LP
doesn't plan to endorse another gu¬
The

as a

Sue's decision to

result of

election

ment, in

as a

Libertarian."

how to

run a

business.

However, it will be

a challenge
figure out all of the "unwritten
rules" that help people running for

age individuals to continue
in a volunteer capacity."

office, she said.

He noted further that "no other
current

gubernatorial candidate is
cause of liberty

as

dedicated to the

as

Sue Jeffers."

Jeffers is known

locally as an
outspoken opponent of the planned
smoking ban and a proponent of
personal freedoms, and has said her
first move if elected governor would

The biggest thing she'd like to
bring to Minnesota politics would be
getting the state government to live
within its means, just like families
and businesses have to do, she notes
her Web site.

on

be to order

an audit of all levels of
Minnesota's state government.
"There are so many layers, you

reporter, pointing out that Min¬

nise, State Chair, "but

ning a restaurant and bar she owns,
gaining common sense and learning

to

support

a career

politician like the other candidates.

bernatorial candidate for 2006, and
Brennise went so far as to "encour¬

nesota's state government is the

much discussion,"
said Minnesota LP Chair Lee Brenwas

projects.
inexperience in

Jeffers said her

Minnesota will not endorse a can¬
didate in the Republican primaries,

and

there

construction

Party of

Jeffers' decision forced Libertar¬
ians to rethink their endorsement.
"It was a very difficult decision,

celebrities, visit:

TheAdvocates.ora/celebrities.html.

ers

don

nullifies endorsement for
member Jeffers' quest for governor's seat
In early 2006, the Minnesota LP

column about celebrities who call
reprinted with permission from the
Advocates for Self-Government. To read profiles of dozens of libertarian
www.

when the land is to go

turned down flat"

Minnesota LP

forgo our endorse¬
conjunction with her in¬
tent to run as a Republican in the
gubernatorial primaries, we will be
unable to petition for ballot access
for Sue Jeffers to be in the general

■ Each month, LP Hews features a
themselves libertarian. This article

her propery,
keep her home

could

basically eliminate

of them," she told

a

half

newspaper

largest employer in the state. "It's
outrageous. The government's role
is not to provide jobs."
Because of her stance

on

small

government, Jeffers says she is the
sole fiscal conservative

running for
governor in Minnesota. She points
to Gov. Pawlent/s proposal of bor¬
rowing nearly $1 billion to finance

Online
.

V\

fora

daily
dose
of news
& commentary from
the Libertarian Party

www.LP.org/lpnews

Libertarian Party News

LP founder
David F. Nolan, in whose Colo¬
rado

the Libertar¬
ian Party was created some 35
years ago, is one of 13 candidates
(so far) for Congress in Arizona's 8th
Congressional District.
The Republican incumbent, Jim
Kolbe, is not seeking re-election,
leaving the race wide open: Voter
registration in. the district is ap¬
proximately 39 percent Republican,
34 percent Democrat and 25 percent
living

unaffiliated

room

with

—

Libertarians

and Green
up

Party members making
the other 1 percent.
However, because of intra-party

disagreements, the probable Repub¬
likely to alien¬
ate a sizeable number of unhappy
Republicans, which could leave a
massive percentage of voters (Nolan

lican candidate is

for

runs

estimates 45 percent,

including the

up for grabs.
Because the district lines

independents)

not

are

drawn to

greatly benefit any one
party, because the incumbent isn't
running for re-election, and be¬
of the number of candidates,

cause

Washington. Post writer has rated
this district's congressional race
a

the third-hottest in the nation

as

meaning that a strong Libertar¬
ian turnout there could give the LP
—

a

huge shot in the

arm.
"While it's very unlikely that I
will win, we should be able to get

percent easily," Nolan said in a
delegates at the Libertarian

10

letter to

Party's national convention, held in
Portland, Ore., the weekend before

Independence Day.
"We've already done

a

lot of the

NH LP leaders shake up
fl David

F.

Nolan, who lives in Tucson, Ariz., is running as the Lib¬

ertarian candidate for the U.S. House of

Representatives in the 8th
Congressional District — which the Washington Post recently ranked
as one of the top three most-closely-watched congressional races in

In an unusual move, New Hamp¬
shire LP Chair John Babiarz is
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Congress
groundwork for this race," he said.
"My nominating forms and the nec¬
essary petition signatures have been
turned in to the Arizona Secretary
of State. I have a campaign manager
and treasurer. We've lined up an of¬
fice space that we can use rent-free,
at least until the primary, and my
campaign Web site is currently un¬
der construction."
As a first step in raising local
support, Nolan said, his campaign
plans to reach out to the 2,813 reg¬

istered Libertarians in the congres¬
sional district.
After that, they'll target inde¬
pendent voters who will be looking
for a candidate to get behind.
"This is one of the very few races
that really are up for grabs," he told
a Tucson newspaper recently.

state politics

simply paying a small fee — $2 for
state representative and $10 for
while Libertarians

New Hampshire Libertarians are
hoping to force the larger parties to
er

rewrite election law in their state.

Democrat for the
Representatives,
while his wife, Rosalie, is running
for the state Senate as a Republican,
according to a June 28 story in the

state Senate

petition signatures if their
parties don't get at least 4 percent
of the vote in the previous guberna¬

leadership

Libertarians lead fight

state's Monitor newspaper.
In the past, both of them

torial election.

thinks the Libertarians

against smoking ban

including
Congress.
No, they haven't changed their
minds about the Libertarian Party.
Rather, they told Monitor reporter
Daniel Barrick, they are running un¬
der the two larger parties to increase
public awareness of the difficulties
third-party candidates have in get¬
ting on the ballot.
Republican and Democrat can¬
didates can get on the ballot by

the nation this year.

Members of the NewMexico LP

taking a leading role in
fighting a proposed indoor¬
smoking ban in Farmington, a city
are

of about 45,000 in the northwest
corner

of the state.
move

percentage

an

unfair business

advantage" to

some

Members of the Libertarian Party
owners

in the city ar¬

gued that the city shouldn't try to
tell private businesses how they

to take

out and

run.

going to tell a customer
(their) cigarette and turn it

am

policy, they don't have to
place of business."

business
go to my

not

leave,"

Citizens Concerned About Second¬
hand Smoke turned in

one

business

owner

a

petition

with about 1,800 signatures.
"Let businesses set their

as a

of

House

Libertarians: John has

as

twice

for

run

governor,

run

while Rosalie

for several offices,

other

collect

New Hampshire law requires 150
signatures to get on the ballot for
the state House, and 750 signatures
to

for the state Senate.

run

"I'm

looking for

some way to
get on the bal¬
lot," John told the Monitor. "The
Libertarian Party is not gaining any
traction, and until we get parity

make it easier

to

parties, it's morally
us gather peti¬

offensive to make
tions."

By running under the banners of
Republican and Democrat par¬
ties, Babiarz said, he and many oth¬
the

Jersey LP wins
Activists with the New Jersey

The decision

access

better

access

to

getting

government

Party chair, told the Monitor that she
are "abusing
the system" by not accepting the
fact that they need to collect signa¬
tures to get on the ballot.
"I suspect a real effort will be
made to let Democratic voters
derstand that there's

a reason.

pointing out that "the vast majority
of people who spoke [at the hear¬
ing] spoke against the ordinance."
Many of those who oppose the
ordinance were drawn to the public
hearing by the LPs radio spots, he

cil, which oversees the Open Public
Records Act, ruled that no clerk is

a

allowed to

ship Council

In 2005 John

Paff, secretary of

the state LP, requested documents
from the township clerk and was

case

stemmed from

a

2004

incident, when Paff sent a computer
diskette to the town clerk, asking
that minutes from several

meetings

being given

be saved to it. He included money
for return postage.

The Government Records Coun¬

The township sent him the disk
containing the minutes, along with

denied

access

records
minutes
law

as

—

—

without

deny
even

access to meeting
executive session

unless

they cite

a state

rationale.

bill for $55.
The minutes of the Edison Town¬

ed

on

are

theoretically updat¬

the town's Web site, but Paff

explained that the site is frequently
not updated for several weeks at a

In

a

story printed soon after, Paff

told the Home News Tribune that he

pleased with the court's deci¬

was

sion.
"It's wonderful," he said. "I feel

good about it. It seems absurd to
charge $55 for a 40-cent diskette."
Township spokesman David Don¬
nelly told the newspaper that he re¬
alizes "we're here to serve the pub¬
lic" and that the local government
will "revise how we handle [Open
Public Records

Act] requests to bet¬
public."
According to an Associated Press
report, Edison's new mayor — Jun
ter

serve

the

Choi, who

was

was

court."

agreed with Paff, saying in their rul¬
ing that "the only discernible ratio¬
nale for the fee is to discourage the
public from requesting information

times that he

in this format."

to this.

corruption and closed government.
In

before

March, Paff also

won a case

a state appeals court, when
panel of three Appellate Division
Court judges struck down Edison
Township's policy of charging $55
a

elected last fall and

took office in

there is

direct correlation between

on

pretending to be a
Democrat and taking advantage of
election laws," she was quoted as
saying — ignoring the fact that the
Democrats and Republicans routine¬
ly "take advantage" of the election
laws to maintain their stranglehold
on the political system.

time.

a

un¬

the ballot who's

"They acted like they had some¬
thing to hide," Paff told newspaper
reporters, noting that he believes

A

someone

to public records

simple act of putting town¬
ship council meeting minutes on a
computer disk.
The

reportedly irks the
of the other parties:

Kathleen Sullivan, the Democratic

for the

residents, the LP ran about 70 radio
ads on five stations, Knight said —

bright side, the final vote
meeting will be in late August, after
the county fair, so we could use the
fair to our advantage," Knight con¬
cluded, noting that some members
of the city council may be persuaded
if there is a "large enough continu¬
ing outcry" against the proposal.

...

with the other

documents in their state, including
in the township of Old Bridge.

added.

—

party candidates must

New

LP have succeeded in

own

have

and

policies," Libertarian Joseph Knight
said. "This sets a bad precedent that
gets a foot in the door. Where is it
going to lead?"
Leading up to the first public
hearing, which drew about 200 local

"On the

establishments.

"I

as

doesn't like my

Party's stance, as well.
Gary Wood, chair of the San Juan
County LP, gave the council a peti¬
tion signed by about 3,000 people
asking that the ban be rejected.
Representatives of a group called

unfair business prac¬
tice" in that it would "provide an

should be

right

the city council

rant or bar with a lower

and business

our

someone

forward with the pro¬

posal, and final action on the ban
is scheduled for Aug. 22, following
a public comment hearing in early
July.
If city council members vote
to approve the proposal, smoking
would be banned indoors at bingo
facilities, almost all places of em¬
ployment (including retail stores
and shopping malls), in public and
private educational facilities, in
public convention centers, and in
any restaurant or bar where less
than 50 percent of the revenue is
generated through alcohol sales.
One city council member opposed
allowing smoking even in bars, say¬
ing that allowing smoking in a bar
with a higher percentage of alcohol
sales and banning it in a restau¬
"would be

If

That is, of course, the Libertarian

In late June,

voted to

according to a re¬
port in Farmington's Daily Times.
"I think it's

run

has

told the council,

owners.

running

state

Superior Court judge upheld

the exorbitant fee when the

case

first heard, in November 2004.
But the appellate court judges

wonders
istration

January — said he
"why the previous admin¬
even

contested

this

in

Choi has

reportedly said several
strongly believes in
open government, and his uncom¬
plaining acceptance of the appel¬
late court decision lends credence
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I'm not

calling for reform
This wil be my final "From the Editor" column for LPNews.
After about two and

a half years — 29 monthly issues, to be
resigned from my position as editor of this pub¬
lication and am going on to other projects I have had on hold while
working for the Libertarian Party.
Almost every person who was on the LP headquarters staff when
I became the editor of LP News in January 2004 has gone on to other
things, and almost every time someone leaves the rumor mill starts
churning.
So just to clear up any potential confusion, no, there isn't a cloud
over my head (no pun intended). I simply
feel it's time to resume work on projects I've
been putting off for years.

exact

—

I have

With that, a few words to close out my
tenure as editor.

In my first column for LP News, printed
in the March 2004 edition, I mentioned that

"many long-time LP members continue say¬
ing how non-libertarian others in the party
are," and I expressed hope that Libertarians
could set aside "the in-fighting that is — in
my opinion — the greatest shortcoming of
•

DIR

on

hiatus. This classic cartoon is,

unfortunately,

as apt now as

when it first appeared in LP News.

the LP."

|

uV J* Uamel

Let's just say I remain hopeful.

iH

The accusations continue, with

VtlvIUU

members and activists in the party

LP NEWS EDITOR

some
persis-

tently saying that other members, officers
and candidates representing the LP aren't
"libertarian enough."
I have personally been attacked on some libertarian blogs as a
reformer (gasp!), while others have insinuated that I'm part of the LP
HQ cabal that is supposedly determined to keep the party insignifi¬
•

Cartoonist Russmo is

•••••••••••••a

cant. Some

people have accused

while others said I didn't take
In

a

me

of trying to push

stance on

perhaps the most idiotic attack,

slammed

me as a

"skinhead Nazi"

on

one

my own

anything.
misguided soul

even

his "small government"

I shave my head. (For the record, I'm mostly bald
shave the rest simply to finish the job Nature started.)
cause

How do attacks such

agenda,

blog be¬
naturally and

these benefit the

party? They don't. What
they do is allow some people (who have nothing productive to do) to
feel better about themselves by attacking others, typical
bullying.
Some months ago I wrote another column, challenging members of
the party to quit bickering with each other, to look outside their cir¬
cles of libertarian friends, and to get busy working on actual
politics.
Even that column was attacked by some Libertarians. I'm still not
sure why. Somehow it was
interpreted as a call for reform, both by
people who think the party should be reformed and by those who
think the party should remain exactly as it is.
In

fact, the column

as

was

not

a

call for reform at all, unless you con¬

sider

getting involved in the political system to be "reform."
I, for one, believe that working in politics is the point of the Liber¬
tarian Party. The LFs platform, oath and other documents should serve
only to assist and clarify that mission.
Most of you probably know the LFs mission statement. For those
who aren't familiar with it (or who need a refresher
course) here it is:
The mission statement of the Libertarian Party is "to move public
pol¬
icy in a libertarian direction by building a political party that elects
Libertarians to public office."
Being politically active or calling for other Libertarians to be politi¬
cally active is not a call for reform. Rather, it's encouragement to do
exactly what the Libertarian Party was formed to do.
I keep wanting to say that it's time for Libertarians to
get busy, to
quit arguing amongst themselves, to quit questioning the libertarian
credentials of others. I have to continually force myself not to say that
it's time to start working toward a libertarian America.
It's not time to do any of these things: It's long past that time.
My very first column for this paper encouraged LP members to stop
arguing and start trying to elect Libertarians to public office. Un¬
fortunately, many Libertarians need still further exhortation in that
direction. But as I said, I remain hopeful that members of the national
LP will decide that external activity is more important than internal
strifeful communication.
I'm not

a

reformer. I don't have

Party. In fact, by the time

you

an agenda inside the Libertarian
read this, I won't even be editor of the

LP News.

What I

debate'over

■

Slogan

A

potential slogan for LP Con¬
gressional nominees:
"This November, you can show
your concern for America's combat
forces. Or, you can keep on voting
for Democrats and Republicans."
—Jeff Daiell

Houston, Texas

is

libertarian. My agenda is to

change America, to do
what I can to reject tyranny in this country and to push freedom for¬
ward. And I honestly believe that fighting with other Libertarians is
not the way to get that job done.
a

immigration is the role

situation.

I believe the LP News and the

Libertarian

Party are missing out on
a fantastic opportunity to reach the
masses. I think we should be
doing
everything in our power and pulling
out all of the stops to help promote

The vast

majority of the illegal

aliens who have

here to work
come as

legal

course.

But as has been pointed out by
immigration officials, these people
cannot go to the end of the line, be¬

legal immigrants.

The DIFFERENCE
between
and the

politicians

public is that

the

general public and in

ticular the mainstream media

par¬
seem

utterly confused about the libertar¬
position on the recent immigra¬

ian

tion debate.
On
wants

the

one

secure

hand, the public

borders and

an

imme¬

diate stop to illegal immigration.
One the other hand, Congress
and in particular the Senate seems

recognize that a majority of the
people don't mind the ten
million plus undocumented workers
already living here, if they appear to
be good, decent human beings.
What has been missing in the
to

are

ertarians at heart,

general
probably lib¬

feels correctly

illegal immigrants
should not have been made illegal in
the first place.
—Tomas

de

Paulis

(Immigrated from Sweden in 1985)
Hermitage, Tennessee

public

recognizes the
current

■

Shopping

totally agree with Sha"Why libertarians
and capitalists shouldn't shop at
Walmart." I have a couple of points

immigration

policy is unfair.

Fassett's article

to add.

I personally avoid shopping at
(Whatever)Mart, Barnes and Noble,
Staples, and all of their ilk whenever
possible.
The reason is that they are al¬
most exclusively found in shopping
malls which are a prime ingredient
in the suburban lifestyle. The subur¬
ban lifestyle is not sustainable, and
cannot exist without a

of energy

Immigration

The

the border.

that most of the

na

—Edward T. Ramsey

■

crosses

I read and

can

Chandler, Arizona

who

current law would never allow

dom to Fascism."

currently see no better op¬
portunity to use the major media
to reach the American People with
what is essentially the Libertar¬
ian viewpoint. Perhaps he would be
willing to promote the Party in ex¬
change for our helping him?

come

and live should have

immigrants, of

Aaron Russo's film "America: Free¬
I

over

The other third of the

population, who

them to become

■ Russo film

control

Congress in creating the current

cause

American

am

of

In
1965,
Congress removed
"wanting to become an American"
as a valid reason for
granting a
visa. Even worse, in 1985 Congress
enacted a law that barred foreign
embassies from issuing tourist visas
to people who seemed interested in
becoming Americans. The very peo¬
ple who would make the best future

citizens

are not

allowed to

even

visit

the U.S.
The disconnect between the

poli¬
public is that the lat¬
ter recognizes the unfairness with
the current immigration policy.
The Republicans can't get over
the fact that the presence of ille¬
gal aliens represents millions of law
ticians and the

breakers. The Democrats can't get
over the fact that the nation has no

great waste

and massive government

subsidy.
Secondly, if

one was to dust
off the text of Economics 101, one
would find that one of the basic
tenants of

capitalism is that there

many suppliers in any market
that if one should be added or disap¬
are so

pear, the is no
the supply.

perceivable change in

This is

simply not true in many
today. Basically capitalism
equals small business.
Most of those accusingly called
capitalists by our uninformed press
are actually oligopolists.
markets

—David Byam

Springfield, Vermont
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THE BEST OF THE BLOG

Eminent domain,
-

Is

Congress Intending to Bring

Back the Sedition Act?

—By Stephen Gordon
—June 26, 2006

laiming it

for the
War on Terror, Congress has al¬
ready shredded most of the Bill
of Rights, included the portions of
the First Amendment dealing with
freedom of speech and peaceable as¬
sembly.
Now we can go ahead and get rid
of that pesky little freedom of the
press clause, too. From CBS News:
"Here we go again. Last week,
the New

York

existence

of

necessary

Times revealed the
a

secret

government

in which counterterrorism
officials 'examined banking transac¬
tions involving thousands of Ameri¬
program

cans

and others in the United States'

And

Republican representative Peter
King ain't happy about it.
"'We're at war, and for the Times

that

measures

cover

abortion, clon¬

ing, flag burning, religious freedom
and internet gambling.
House
Majority Leader John
Boehner (R-Ohio) made the an¬
about

nouncement

Values

the

American

on Tuesday.
his statement made my head

Part of
spin:
"The American Values Agenda
is a collection of legislative initia¬
tives that speak to the values many
dom to

...

freedom of

...

display the American flag
religious expression
the right to keep and bear arms
respect for the sanctity of marriage,
and the dignity
...

of

all

life.

These

values

a

—

program

like it

the

that gives

not

comfort to the millions of Americans
attack.

by: Creech

Republicans Unveil Their 'Values'
Agenda
—By Matthew Dailey
-

—June 28, 2006

Knowing that their reckless

and mishandling
of the Iraq War will not help
them get reelected, Republicans
came up with a distraction in the
form of a policy agenda that will ap¬
peal to social conservatives, called
the "American Values Agenda."
In their continuing plan to make
the public forget that the Republi¬
can Party has turned into a party of
big government conservatives, the
American Values Agenda will include
spending

-

Settlement Reached in New Lon¬

don, Connecticut

Kelo
is

v.

now

Michael

case
Susette Kelo and

over.

Cristofaro

deal with the

city

have

signed a
the aftermath

as

tected

by the mainstream press.
Stossel gives an example of the
gloom and doom reporting by the
mainstream press: "The Washington
Post reported that because of melt¬
ing ice caps and
glaciers,
'The

fami¬

society."
his

melting
sea

levels

makes

your

glass

over¬

shows

non-existent

Gore

Stossel
how

the
in his

knowledge, my
right to display

"An
nient

the

and doesn't let

flag

was

of the controversial

a

cially

a

the

be offi¬
against private
certainly isn't. I'd

war

property owners

advise Americans to be

few.

various

on

the look¬

surprise attacks coming from
governmental forces.

empty word to

an

the

arms

Reader Comments:

trade and

Eminent domain,

permanent American military base

in

Iraq above dead Americans who
died for another country's freedom.
Posted by: Tim West

along with Iraq,

should be the number

one

issue for

the Libertarian

Party.
Posted by: Jeremy

hope the delegates in
up with a Liberty
Agenda that is realistic and some¬
thing that is attractive to more than
2 percent of the voting public.
Posted by: Creech
come

that its actions do

no

harm? To take

the

responsibility of securing
your own life, liberty and property?
Posted by: willmack
on

To get

back to the "values" as¬
pect of this post, I'm not sure if is¬
sues like gun control and religious
expression are "non-existent" prob¬

prob¬

If, in fact, man-made C02 is

re¬

sponsible for global warming, then
it is already too late to do anything
about it.
China will be

burning

an

addi¬

tional 1 billion metric tons of'coal

by 2020. That's equivalent,
according to Forbes, to three billion
(yes, billion) Ford Expeditions doing
per year

China's

in¬

coal

usage? Add all the
other fossil energy uses by all the
other rapidly developing nations and
nothing the U.S. and Europe can do
will arrest the rapidly increasing C02
in the

near

Posted

term.

by: Creech

The

Earth

has

undergone, and
undergo, natural
cycles of heating and cooling. Dur¬
ing the earlier Triassic, the Earth
was extremely hot and much of the
will continue to

land

vice

desert. There have been

was

periods when most of the land area
of the planet was tropical. And of
course ice age cycles as well.
Funny how you credit John Stos¬
sel when other people have already

president's film shows dramatic
big chunks of ice breaking
off glaciers, but the 'calving' of ice¬
bergs is a normal, natural process
involved in the growth of glaciers

written columns

into the

things, and they actually cited their

sea.

"The movie features

some

ma¬

jestic glaciers that existed in the
19th Century that have all but dis¬
appeared today — but it doesn't
bother to mention any of the gla¬
ciers growing in Norway, New Zea¬
land and

even

the United States.

The U.S. Forest Service reports that
the Hubbard Glacier in Alaska's Ton-

on

the exact

same

facts. However, because of Stossel's

popularity it will reach
ple.
Posted by: Jeremy

more peo¬

When the global climate is dam¬
aged, everyone's property rights are

violated,

and

we

as

Libertatians

gass

this year, and in the near future.
Most Americans just aren't aware

National Forest is advancing so
rapidly, it threatens to close off a
major fjord."
Stossel asks the question, Why

of the threat to their property own¬

don't

any change have to occur
market. Period.

ership yet, but it's taken
right now.

of the

Agreed, Jeremy. Eminent domain
issues should be

on

the forefront

a

hold in

the media

Why aren't there any groups lob¬
bying with a liberty agenda? Why are
we so focused on relying on political
parties to come up with plans?
Isn't the libertarian philosophy
to set government up in such a way

a

reign to
implement their idea of good "public
policy".
Posted by: Mike Laursen

ought to be concerned about that.
Posted by: zstrommen

Now let's

Portland

in the

film of

over,

out for

those that put

Supreme Court

wraps up.

While this battle may

Reader Comments:
It's

Truth,"

"The former

Bush administration.

Values.

film,

Inconve¬

way:

in ques¬

Rights, not just

new

facts get

or express

religion

To sim¬

dramatic

the best of my

my

be

lem is to leave others full

for

goes

on.

may

creased

drink

your

libertarians

we
should deal with it head

in

flow."

American

lot of evidence of

a

global warming, and

15,000 miles per year.
How do we offset

fellow

To

politicized B.S.

But there is

any more than
the melting ice

Republicans
are going after
problems.

Near!'

Is

raise

Boehner
and

over¬

looked

pro¬

our

some

bate. It is the side that is often

City of New London

debate free of

ply deny that there

global warming.
light on the
other side of the global warming de¬

the final battle of the

seems

Al Gore's convenient lie about

Stossel shines

—By Stephen Gordon
—July 5, 2006
t

John

Stossel, in his latest Real Clear
Politics column, takes a swipe
at

some

who live in fear of another terrorist
Posted

There's not

American

character,

themselves with the entire Bill of

or

now.

But

Republicans need to familiarize

offer

while

Arctic ice won't

tion. However, my right to privacy
is being encroached upon under the

The LP must

a

defined

King's position makes me wonder
planning to introduce a new
Sedition Act in Congress.

-

for

consensus

yes,

be heard. And, yes, it would be won¬
derful if it were an honest scientific

that

have

never

truly a secret project,
and not also illegal, then the tipster
should be found and prosecuted.
What measures may the FBI take to
infiltrate potential terror groups,
gather information, run down tips,
etc. without violating Constitution¬
al rights?

so

by any means in Con¬
gress about that issue.
Posted by: Marcus Brutus
a

all sides of the debate should

"Convenient Lie"

—By Matthew Dailey
—July 5, 2006
ibertarian
journalist

End

Ghraib, etc.

was

to do

handguns, and have wanted

are

our

Reader Comments:

of

human

operations and methods is treason¬
ous,' said King. He said yesterday
that he is urging Attorney General
Alberto Gonzales to 'begin an inves¬
tigation and prosecution of the New
York Times
the reporters, the edi¬
tors and the publisher.'"
Reporters, editors and publishers
keep revealing the existence of all
sorts of troublesome things about
which the government doesn't want
us to know: Guantanamo Bay, co¬
vert prison facilities, torture at Abu

If this

use

American citizens hold dear. Free¬

lies, and shaped

if he's

lems. Democrats want to limit the

Agenda

to release information about secret

—

global warming and treason

Great time to let Americans know
which party is really on their
Posted by: Action Liberty
The number

one

issue should be

reduction of government,
size and spending.
Liberals

side.

both in

going to stop
increasing government and push¬
ing for their socialist programs, and
the neocons have decided that big
government is better than limited
are never

government.
Posted
-

John

hear about the other side

Finds

Al

necessary to enact

within the

In other

lie Baliunas: "It's the money! Twen¬

ty-five billion dollars in government
funding has been spent since 1990
to research global warming. If sci¬

last week.

entists and researchers

were

sell

ing out releasing reports that global
warming has little to do with man,
and most to do with just how the
planet works, there wouldn't be as
much money to study it."

us

the

My wife and I

saw

erful statistical
of
is

global warming. Just why this
happening is controversial, how¬

ever.

Stossel doesn't do himself any
on Gore's argu¬

favors in his attack

got some of his facts wrong. And,

Gore's movie

The fact is, Gore builds a pow¬
case for the reality

com¬

Sure, Al Gore exaggerated and
Gore's

changes

words, stop trying to
good science, and sell us
the good products!
Posted by: Action Liberty

global warming argument?

Here is the response he received
from Harvard astrophysicist Dr. Sal-

Reader Comments:

by: Marcus Brutus

Stossel

we

The

ments.

Posted

by: LJ
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California governor
candidate, also is not calculated to
attract conservatives.
The above is found on just the
ertarian

MAILBOX

tive

■

Moving
If there has

up

ever

been

a

chance,

since

possibly the Bull Moose Party
in 1912, for a third party to "move
up" in American politics, between
now and 2008 seems to be the gold¬
en opportunity for that to occur.

Americans (many of us) are
looking for a new home, now that
the Republican Party has left us.
I've recently started sending your
party a few dollars from my limited
supply and so I'm receiving your LP

News, and the June 2006 issue is

re¬

going to be that third party moving
up, they had better take a careful
look at their program to achieve

sponsible for this message to you.
I am old (80+ years) but I'm not
an old prude. I'm aware our coun¬
try is in flux, but I'm hopeful some
of our adults will both wake up and

that status. At this time

grow up.

If the Libertarians think theirs is

conserva¬

However that may

1998

develop, you
going to find many conser¬
vatives who will join you when your
first few pages prominently write

first three pages

about

druggies, fine. Go for it.
But if you hope for better than
that, watch your words.

are

not

a musician, author and activ¬
ist, whose band played a concert in
support of gay rights, and also when

candidate for
California lieutenant governor, Lyn-

you

write about

nette

your

Shaw, who is "the

owner

of your June issue.
aiming to move up
on the Democratic Party. If you are
aiming for the party of the gays and

Possibly

you are

legal
medical marijuana clinic." Your long
article by Steve Kubby, your Lib¬

have the right to do what
they like with both their money and
their bodies. We aim to be the party

of all who believe they have the right
to live life as they see fit — and it
just doesn't get "better than that."
—LP News Editor J. Daniel Cloud]

■ The

Single Tax

with the critics of the
require
intrusive IRS bureaucracy in one

I agree

"Fair Tax" that it would still

—Richard Netzley

an

Evans, Georgia

form

and

founder of the nation's oldest

that people

[Editor's Note: Thanks for your
support, Mr. Netzley. However, the
cornerstone of libertarian thought is

another.

or

Perhaps
ertarians

of my fellow Lib¬
familiar with the ideas

some

are

of 19th

Century economist Henry
who proposed what he
called the Single Tax, also known as
the Land Value Tax (LVT).
Essentially, the only thing that
George,

would be taxed is land. Note that

Renew LP Ne

this is not

the land would be taxed. Definition
and enforcement of the LVT would

The Libertarian Party News
Why Renew?

be

extremely simple. The tax is "X"
percent of the assessed value of the
land. You can try to hide income but

—

■

HP

zero.

Learn About Upcoming Candidates
Keep On Top

of the

can't hide land.
Wealthy owners of high priced
real estate would pay the bulk of the
tax, but the marginal tax on both
income and consumption would be

you

Stay Current With Party News

■

a property tax that would
buildings and equipment; only

hit

Could this work? If my math is
right, taxing all the privately held
land in America at an average of just
five cents per square foot would raise
about $3 trillion
roughly equal to

Issues

—

LP reaches out to conservatives
at CPAC event in

t

r

Washington

the current federal budget.
Now, it's true that Henry

George
wrapped his ideas in some socialist
sounding rhetoric about community
ownership of land. But I'm not too
concerned about that.

George's concept

still

I

see

practical
means of tax reform and, a form of
taxation that is the most compatible
as a very

with Libertarian values.
—Frederick Singer

Huntington Beach, California

■ Libertarian

or not?
Reading the "Reform the LP" ad

BIS"

in June's LP News reminded

>

<//

Renew LP News With
Call 202-333-0008
Or send

2600

ext.

a

Gift

of

$25 Today!

221.

check for at least $25 to:

HQ-RenewLPNews,

The Libertarian

Party
Virginia Ave. NW Suite 100, Washington DC 20037
a

me

of

a

situation I encountered at the

May
2006 meeting of the Hudson Valley
Chapter of the NY LP. The ad points
out that if you subscribe to most of
the LFs positions, but not all, then
many people say you're not a Liber¬
tarian at all.
I fall into that category. I don't
support term limits. I also support

the direct election of President and
vice

president. One person, one
May 2006 meeting, I
mentioned this. One person there

vote. At the

Name:

told

me

that I

was a

statist.

Incidentally, I don't know what
the LFs

State:
Yes, I want to learn

more

freedom in America. I
out to the Libertarian

about how the Libertarian Party is fighting for

enclosing a check
Party. Please provide
am

order for at least $25, made
12-month subscription to LP News.

or money

my

■ Federal election law

requires that the campaign committee report the
employer of each person whose contributions total in excess of $200 in
contributions
■

Occupation

■ Phone

are

not tax deductible.

■ Employer
■ E-mail

address, occupation and
calendar year. Political

name,
a

position on the electoral
college is. But because I disagreed
with the member on a single issue,
according to him I'm a statist.
Do we really need a thought po¬
lice? I support the direct election of
president, because it will encour¬
age more third party candidates. I
also feel that each individual vote
should have
Would
makes

equal weight.

someone

me a

tell

statist?

—Ken Mitchell

Newburgh, New York

me

how this
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Business Card Directory
For information about

the personal,

advertising in the LP News "Business Card Directory," call (202) 333-0008 x226. Or e-mail: Editor@hq.LP.org. PLEASE NOTE: Any literature sold on this page reflects
political and/or social beliefs of the authors. It does not represent the "official" Platform positions — or political strategies — of the Libertarian Party. In addition, the Libertarian Party makes
no guarantees about, or endorsement of, the
effectiveness, degree of risk, or legality of any financial advice, legal services, or investment opportunities advertised in LP News.

Abortion Is Unlibertarian

Bill OF RIGHTS SHIRT

Mate a stataaait waariag mis aiality gray t-sftlrt wltfe rag

See

"VOID WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW"
Mr dn Ml M Rif Ml la Mack.
Heavyweight

or

by Mail

13424

Hathaway Dr.

Party

For

Visa

MasterCard

dorisaordon@comcast.net

—

more

us

everywhere.
information

at:

me

for

a

free

prospectus,

booklet is $2. Thanks,

'litnuLw,

win,'

Poorgrandchildren.com

^24

www.LP.org?

Dave Hollist
Libertarian Candidate for President
(909) 980-4198

A

Impoverishing You and Yours

What have you
missed recently on

Not Tax Us.

Please contact

Art

LIBERIA

Politicians Should Sell
Contract Insurance

my

monopoly schools

visit

S w

Greenfield, Wl 53220

or

learn in government

Available

Wheaton, MD 20906

by Phone at

problems
children will never

(301)460-4141

PO Box 20815

To Us

CHILDREN

(800)236-9236

Send 16.95 To:
Libertarian

RNMENT

www.lpwi.org

Sizes M,L,XL,2X
Order

I G

why. Go to: www.L4L.org

Libertarians for Life

Order over
the Web at

Pre-Shrunk
100% Cotton t-shirt

Solutions to
your

-

constitution@compuserve.com
P.O. Box 1414
-

Alta Loma, CA 91701-8414

http://i.am/trading
-

-

Weekly LP Updates
The

Outrage of the Week

Blog Debate

on

LP Issues

News of Recent Libertarian

Party Candidates for Office

Don't miss out!

Freedom Cards!
Entertain, educate, and impress your friends
coworkers with a deck of high-quality poker

and
cards

featuring dramatic images of the most important
figures in the history of freedom. From John Locke
to Ayn Rand, they are all here and ready to play.
1 5 decks

$7.99

11-19 decks

$5 99

per

deck

6-10 decks

$6.99

20+decks

$4 99

Call 312/377-4000 and ask for
or visit our Web store at

Cheryl

Visit our Web site LP.org
often to keep up with
current LP-related events.
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UP COMING

LP INFO

LP NATIONAL CHAIR
Bill

-July 26-30, 2006

Redpath

Foundation for Economic

University, to be held at the Don CeSar Beach Resort in
St. Pete Beach, Fla. The event will include a host of lectures and
presentations by Cato faculty and others. For more information,
visit www.cato-universitv.org or call (202) 842-0200.

Cato

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Shane

Cory

Sheldon Richman, Dr. Paul Cwik,
more

University 2006, to be held at the Mises Institute in
Auburn, Alabama. Deepen your knowledge of the Austrian
School at the 20th annual Mises University. Open to full-time
Mises

LP NEWS EDITOR

DEVELOPMENT

-September 15-17, 2006
Illinois LP Convention, to be

schedule of sessions

PUBLIC POLICY

THE LIBERTARIAN PARTY'

-

Virginia Ave., NW, Ste 200
Washington, DC 20037
(202) 333-0008
Fax: (202) 333-0072
2600

planned for the week-long event, visit

August 4-7, 2006
Preparedness Annual Meeting, to be
held in Portland, Ore. Of particular interest
to Libertarians: John Charles, president of
Cascade Policy Institute, will talk about
how compliance with the Kyoto Protocol
could affect private individuals and local
governments. For more information, visit
www.oism.org/ddp or call (520) 325-2680.

Doctors for Disaster

Web site: www.LP.org

Office hours: 9 am-5 pm ET,
New Member Information:

M-F

(800) ELECT-US

CONTACT LP NEWS

/ Attn: LP News
Virginia Ave., NW, Ste 200
Washington, DC 20037

Libertarian Party

in

Springfield. Speakers to include Thomas
DiLorenzo, professor of economics at Loyola
College; Wendy McElroy, research fellow at
the Independent Institute; and Jonathan
Bean, professor of history at Southern Illinois
University. For more information, visit www.
il.lp.org or call (800) 735-1776.

www.mises.org.

Dailey

held at the

Route 66 Hotel and Conference Center

students, faculty, and current members of the Mises Institute.
To become a member of the institute or to see a complete

Chris Thorman

Call

Speakers to include FFE President Richard Ebeling,
and Dr. Ivan Pongracic. For
information, visit www.fee.org or call (800) 960-4FEE.

New York.

-July 30-August 5, 2006

J. Daniel Cloud

Matthew

Education, Freedom University:

The Political Economy of Freedom, second summer session, to
be held at the foundation's campus in Irvington-on-Hudson,

COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR

Stephen Gordon

August 7-12, 2006

-

-

DiLorenzo

October 28, 2006

Hampshire LP Convention, to be held at the Red Blazer
Speakers to include
eminent domain prohibition activist Charles Douglas and state
Rep. Neal Kurk, who is a privacy rights activist. Event also to
feature a forum on homeschooling. For more information, visit
www.lpnh.org.
New

Restaurant and Pub in Concord, NH.

Charles

2600

E-mail: Editor@LP.org
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"Libertarians often find themselves

aligned with 'conservatives' on issues of economic freedom
cutting government bureaucracy, easing regulations on business and looking to
volunteerism and charitable giving in the private sector to provide society with a 'safety net.'
"But they side with liberals on personal tolerance, and respecting an individual's right to choose
his or her own lifestyle.
"On the other hand, the view of most Libertarians is that Republicans and Democrats are each
deplorably eager to use the force of government as a tool of oppression against those with whom they
disagree or disapprove of — either to steal their wealth or restrict their personal freedom."
Mark Todd Engler, NW Meridian (Oregon), June 27, 2006
—

lower taxes,

—

politics as usual was not on the agenda last weekend, when hundreds of
gathered in the downtown Hilton Hotel to set a course for one of America's most
durable, competitive and radical minor parties.
"The Libertarians' wild-card principles—they oppose most
government, taxes and regulations, and champion individual freedom
above all else — might seem a little eccentric.
"But if nothing else, they are optimists and outside-the-box dreamers.
And they attack politics with refreshingly free-spirited, unpolished
gusto."
Zach Dundas, Willamette (Oregon) Week Online, July 5, 2006

"Needless to say,

Libertarians

—

